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Introduction
The NC-04 connection was originally identified as a project in the 
TCCID 2010 Master Plan Update with the goal of relieving traffic and 
creating a new multi-modal connection. To this end, the study team 
investigated and developed improvement alternatives to recommend 
a new multi-modal connection north of Ernest Barrett Pkwy, south of 
Big Shanty Road, and connect the mall area on the east side of the 
interstate to the Cobb Place retail area on the west side. This new 
multi-modal connection is important not only for improving mobility 
east to west in the heart of the district, but is a critical piece of 
infrastructure that will serve as a connector for two of Town Center’s 
most important economic assets.

The study team has included in this report a review of the public 
engagement, traffic conditions assessment, emerging technologies, 
and the resulting concept development.
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One component of the multi-modal transportation 
enhancements identified in the TCCID Master Plan is 
to provide additional connectivity from one side of the 
Interstate to the other. In addition to more direct linkage 
between activity nodes, these new connections afford 
motorists routing that completely avoids using east-west 
surface streets that traverse Interstate interchanges. 
Consequently, the diversion of existing trips away from 
these busy interchange intersections contributes to 
a reduction in congestion and delay plus reduces the 
potential for crashes.

One of these new connections is NC-04. Located north 
of Barrett Parkway it will provide access between George 
Busbee Parkway and Cobb Place Lane where two of 
the larger commercial and retail districts are sited within 
the TCCID area. An immediate impact of this alternate 
route infrastructure will be to alleviate traffic congestion 
and improve safety along Barrett Parkway for not only 
vehicular traffic but pedestrian and bicycle trips as well.

The concept for NC-04 is to provide supportive 
accommodations that encourage multi-modal travel and 
will accommodate emerging technologies for travel. Also 
placemaking elements are incorporated in the design 
creating an asset for the community. These multi-modal 
enhancements, plus sense of place elements, allow 
NC-04 to be its own destination and not just another 
transportation corridor to get from Point A to B.
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Public Involvement

Public Visioning

To meet the needs of the community, the NC-04 concept is aided and informed by a stakeholder committee and community input. The study team 
conducted two envisioning discussions at the beginning of the project process in March of 2022. Once preliminary concepts were developed, the 
project team returned to the stakeholders and public again for comments and questions in August 2022. Furthermore, an online survey was posted 
and shared with the community to obtain further feedback.

Public Involvement Schedule
Emerging Techology

The purpose of the visioning workshop was to explore ideas about how 
this new connection could be more than just a physical connection 
between point A and B. The study team asked the stakeholders 
and public to think about how to take advantage of the investment 
in infrastructure to maximize community and economic impact. 
Stakeholders met through a virtual meeting and a public pop-up event 
was held at the Noonday Shanty 5k race.

Date Group Purpose

03-01-2022 Stakeholder Group Visioning

03-26-2022 Public Pop-Up Visioning

08-13-2022 Public Pop-Up Concept Comment

08-30-2022 Stakeholder Group Concept Comment

Themes identified from the discussion on technology are future-
proofing the corridor, increased information-sharing, new experiences, 
safety-centered solutions, and flexibility for repurposing the project/
corridor. Specific technologies that were discussed include thermal 
sensors of pedestrian and bicyclist, as well as autonomous shuttle 
services.
In general, the public was interested in the benefits compared to 
the solution cost, the ongoing operations and maintenance for each 
solution, and space/footprint/conflicts/interaction with other existing 
assets.

Land Use & Master Planning 
The new connection should be multi-modal, which will provide for a 
variety of access options for the anticipated mixed-use redevelopment 
that will happen within the surrounding area. In compliment to these 
land-uses, features such as dynamic roadways, interactive kiosks, 
pavement color and textures, food truck stations and pop-up vendor 
locations, all could be embedded into an underpass area that includes 
light, art, swings, and graffiti walls.

Streetscape & Placemaking 
In general, participants preferred placemaking strategies that were 
multi-faceted. There were several discussions on whether single-
function elements such as ping-pong tables, artistic seating, and 
sculptural signage would generate enough interest to properly activate 
a space. The participants liked trees and plantings that define spaces 
and provide shady places to sit. Though often bold, placemaking 
strategies should still be inviting and engaging.
Overall, people expressed wanting their streetscapes to be 
comfortable, walkable, and beautiful. When envisioning an underpass, 
repondents emphasized that they would like a light and airy feel and 
a connection that is open and safe.
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Public Comment on NC-04 Concepts

Public Pop-Up

Two sessions for comment on the underpass design concept were 
offered by the study team. One session allowed for public comment 
on design and possible innovative solutions. The second session 
brought together the previously engaged stakeholders for comment 
on concept design and reporting outcomes of public engagement. 

The pop-up event allowed for public comments at Noonday Creek 
Trail and Town Center Mall. Participants were able to view display 
boards providing background on the proposed connection and vision 
concepts from the survey. Participants were then invited to complete 
the survey on site or scan a QR code and complete the survey at 
another time.

Stakeholder Meeting
The meeting purpose was to share the public involvement survey results, preferred alignment, placemaking strategies, and emerging technology 
analysis with the stakeholder advisory group. Then the stakeholders were given the opportunity to answer questions and give their feedback. The 
stakeholders responded positively to the project concept and spoke of the needed connection as a catalyst for redevelopment in the area.

Public Online Survey
The online survey was broken into three sections to gain insight into the public’s relationship with the Town Center area, their impressions of 
streetscape and placemaking concepts, and their level of interest in emerging technologies. In all, 148 individuals completed the survey and 
provided their thoughts on the vision of this new connection. The online survey responses and summary are included in the Appendix.

Most participants were either residents or visited the area recreationally, and the main driver for visiting the area is shopping. The main concerns 
for these respondents centered around the need to reduce traffic congestion and increase bike and pedestrian capabilities. Respondents who 
commented on streetscapes tended to focus on the natural elements and native vegetation. In an image selection, responses favored a natural 
aesthetic with a defined walkway, benches, or a larger multi-use trail. Respondents were highly interested in technologies to aid in traffic congestion 
relief and safety improvements. The choices with the highest rating were an adaptive traffic system and a dynamic roadway for a possible temporary 
pedestrian plaza by blocking vehicular traffic. For user technologies, ratings most favored an autonomous shuttle. 
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Emerging Technologies
The study team assessed current and emerging innovative solutions that can help activate the use of public space surrounding the new connection. 
Solutions range from safety and traffic monitoring to placemaking and pedestrian user experience, but each strive to enhance connectivity in 
conformity with the goals of the NC-04 project.
 
The technologies were reviewed for both their feasibility towards the proposed NC-04 project and, from a standalone perspective if TCCID were to 
seek implementation of these solutions beyond the project area. A summary review table is provided on the following page. The complete emerging 
technologies memo is inculded in the Appendix.

User Technologies
The study team identified three current technologies to enhance 
the user experience of the proposed connection. Those included an 
autonomous vehicle shuttle, electric charging stations, and interactive 
kiosks. An autonomous shuttle transports riders without relying on a 
driver and stops at designated locations. EV charging stations would 
create a destination in the project area, and allow users to enage 
with the area while charging. Kiosks provide an interactive tool 
for communication for those visiting the project area that updates 
individuals with routes, maps, weather, or event notices.    

Safety Technologies
As a primary focus from the public and stakeholder engagement, three 
technologies for pedestrian safety were included in the study team’s 
analysis. To provide increased safety to the multi-modal connection, 
thermal sensors can be used to detect pedestrian and bicyclist as 
they approach crossings on roadways and adjust crosswalk signals 
to warn drivers about potential conflicts. Similarly, the Travel Safety 
phone application could be used by individuals to receive alerts when 
they are in close proximity to approaching emergency vehicles. This 

would be accomplished by using a 
geofenced perimeter to alert 

users when emergency 
vehicles enter into the 

boundary. Lastly, to 
make further use of 
the connection for 
possible events or 
public placemaking, 
retractable bollards 
can be used to 
easily transform the 
vehicle roadway 
into a pedestrian 
plaza. 

Traffic Flow & Signal Technologies
For a larger area impact, traffic and signal technologies can 
be used to monitor and improve the area’s level of service. 
One solution already implemented by TCCID and Cobb 
DOT is the SCATS traffic system that allows for real-
time adjustments to account for accidents, events, or 
roadwork, and could be expanded upon for greater 
impact. GridSmart offers a device for 360-degree 
detection and video coverage to collect data and 
inform traffic signal timing. Another future potential 
solution is the SMART streetlighting that has built-
in technology such as cameras, microphones, and 
environmental sensors for traffic-monitoring.
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Emerging Technology Description Capital Cost
Operations & 

Maintenance Cost
Operations & Maintenance 

Responsible Party Goals Implementation Options

Automated (AV) Shuttle
Transports users to 

designated locations along 
a predefined route

CID-Led Initiative 
(RFP)

Dynamic Roadway 
Bollards

Supports a repurposing of the 
roadway to meet the needs of users

in the surrounding community
NC-04

Electric Vehicle Charging 
Infrastructure

Site-specific locations that 
allow electric vehicle users to 

charge their vehicles

Property Owners via 
CID support

Interactive 
Kiosks/Bus Shelters

Can be used in place of 
traditional kiosks or bus static message 

boards, displaying information about a specific area or 
details regarding a bus service

NC-04
CID-Led Initiative 

(RFP)

FLIR’s Thermal 
Detection

Thermal imaging cameras that provide uninterrupted, 
24-hour detection, of pedestrians and bicyclists at 

signalized intersections
NC-04  

GridSmart
Detection

Gathers and interprets vital traffic data, empowers 
traffic professionals to adjust signal timing and traffic 
flow strategies, and enables real-time monitoring and 

visual assessment
NC-04  

Applied Information 
Preempt and Priority 

An Internet of Things (IoT) style device 
that provides real time monitoring of 

traffic signal cabinet conditions 
NC-04

GDOT Connected 
Vehicle CV2XApplied Information 

Travel Safely App
A mobile phone application that accepts messages from 

the traffic signal IoT device. 

Included with Applied 
Information Preempt 

and Priority 

Included with Applied 
Information Preempt 

and Priority 

Brightlife
A next-generation streetlight that offers a wide range of 

security, communication and charging systems to 
connect citizens to services

NC-04
Property Owners via 

CID support

Pavegen
A power-generating walking surface that collects data 

and powers interactive objects nearby like USB chargers 
on benches, lighting around 

paths, green walls, and data screens

NC-04
CID-Led Initiative 

(RFP)

Third 
Party

Third 
Party

NC-04 Emerging Technologies Each of the following technologies supports 
shoppers, residents, KSU students and workers.

$50-$200 K $200+ K$10-$50 K$0-$10 K

Less than $1K $5K-$25K

$1K-$5K $25K+

Extended Play
Connected Destination 
User Experience 
Diverse and Flexible
Walkable Environment 

Technology Chart
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Traffic Analysis
The study team conducted a traffic analysis to assess the effects 
the new connection is expected to have on traffic in the area. The 
key activities performed include traffic count data collection, growth 
rate development, traffic shift calculations, and traffic analysis. The 
complete traffic analysis is included in the Appendix.

Traffic Count Data Collection
Study area traffic counts were collected on Wednesday, March 2, 
2022, and Thursday, March 3, 2022. Four key intersections and six 
intersection approaches were included in the project area. Counts 
were collected, and the peak hours were determined to be 8:00 – 
9:00 AM and 5:00 – 6:00 PM.

Growth Rate Development
An analysis was completed to determine the annual background 
traffic growth rate expected for the study area in order to project 
the future year traffic volumes. Four sources, included in the table 
below, were considered as part of the traffic growth rate analysis. 
The average annual growth rate is considered to be 1.18 percent.

Growth Rate Development
Data Source Weight Annual Growth Rate

Census Population Data 25% 1.08%

Population Projections 25% 0.74%

ARC Travel Demand Model 25% 0.65%

GDOT TADA Stations 25% 2.25%

Average Annual Growth Rate 1.18%

Streetlight Analysis
Origin-destination data from StreetLight Data was used to gain an 
understanding of the existing traffic patterns within the study area 
and to predict the shift in traffic expected to be induced by the new 
connection. 
The total Year 2032 traffic volumes expected to use the new 
connection in the Build condition are 244 eastbound/247 westbound 
vehicles during the AM peak hour and 714 eastbound/651 westbound 
vehicles during the PM peak hour.

Traffic Analysis
The vehicular traffic analysis was completed for the study area 
intersections to determine the intersection delay level of service (LOS).
The Build scenario will create two new intersections on either side of 
the connection, and it is recommended that a current unsignalized 
intersection becomes signalized to accommodate increasing traffic.

2032 Build Scenario Intersection LOS
Intersection Name

Control 
Type

LOS
AM PM

Cobb Pl Pkwy/Home Center Drive @
Ernest Barrett Pkwy S A B

Cobb Pl Pkwy @ Cobb Pl Blvd S C C

Town Center Access Rd @
George Busbee Pkwy S A B

George Busbee Pkwy @ Town Center Dr S A A

Cobb Pl Ln @ Cobb Pl Blvd S B B

Cobb Pl Ln @ NC-04 U-S A C

George Busbee Pkwy @ NC-04 S B C
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75

75

Intersection @
George Busbee Pkwy

Intersection @
Cobb Place Ln

Proposed trail
by others

Engineering Concept
The study team presented the following concept design for the NC-04 underpass connection. Intended to meet the needs and expectations 
of multi-modal traffic, the proposed design follows the guidance of public input and state-of-the-art engineering methods. Public space is 
maximized in an elongated multiuse path to activate placemaking while maintaining safety. Traffic-calming landscape along the median will 
encourage comfortable speeds and dedicated shuttle lanes and shared use infrastructure will separate pedestrians and bicyclist from vehicle 
traffic. Two new intersections are proposed on either side of the connection, one signalized and one unsignalized. 
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Engineering Concept
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Public Realm
Based on feedback from the client and stakeholders, the team decided on a 
design concept inspired by the regional landscape of the Town Center area, 
including piedmont forests, rock outcrops, and southeastern cave formations. 
The character of these native landscapes aligns with the goals established in 
the project’s visioning phase. They are dynamic yet comfortable environments 
that encourage exploration, relaxation, adventure, and tranquility. They are 
familiar and refreshing spaces that serve as an ideal prototype for the NC-04 
public realm. 

As the project is in a highly-developed area, the hope is not to recreate nature 
but rather capture the essence of what makes these environments distinctive. 
Even circulation through the space is inspired by the local landscape. By 
intentionally meandering the walkways, creating more interactive opportunities, 
and encouraging users enjoy their time in the project area.

Bird’s Eye Perspective
The resulting design is conceived as affording a pleasurable and visually appealing 
promenade where natural materials and diversely programmed social spaces invite 
users to explore, rest, and reconnect. A uniquely designed promenade creates a pleasing 
thoroughfare for pedestrians, and unites the different outdoor spaces. These spaces support 
a variety of community functions and prioritize flexibility, comfort, and year-round use. An extended lawn provides an open area for passive 
recreation and gathering, while a spacious playscape accommodates children of all ages. The playscape is composed of various zones that 
encourage unique engagement experiences. An underpass playground, evocative of local cavernous landscapes, provides a shaded area for 
summer play and includes natural climbing elements and a drawing wall where kids can create their own “cave art”. A water feature composed 
of playful jets and boulders offers a place to cool off, while a discovery sand pit, dug into the existing bedrock, provides a space for free play. 
Finally, a flexible social plaza establishes a canvas for neighborhood activities such as yoga classes, movie nights, and food truck dining. Ping 
pong tables, movable seating, and supporting infrastructure create an adaptable space that grows and adjusts to the needs of the Town Center 
community.

While the design serves as a neighborhood amenity, providing a unique, engaging, and pleasant experience for users, it also accomplishes its 
original goal of creating a meaningful district connection. A new cycle track, bikeshare facilities, and innovative transportation technologies 
ensure convenient, multi-modal access for the growing community.
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Underpass Perspective
The NC-04 connection requires the construction of two new bridge structures for the I-75 
corridor, which creates a covered space for different functions. Shaded public areas are at a 
premium during Atlanta’s hot summers, and the underpasses provide a unique opportunity 
for protected park programming. The east bridge covers half of the social plaza, ensuring 
events and gatherings continue regardless of the weather. The west bridge supplies a 
shady cover for a portion of the playscape. Local boulders, climbing timbers, and cave-
inspired art walls are housed under the structure, allowing for protected play. Underneath 
the bridges, artistic canopy structures integrate the Town Center branding and activate 
the covered spaces. At night the canopies illuminate the underpass with dramatic lighting, 
promoting safety and encouraging use into the evening. The activated north side public 

space is connected to the south-side cycle track via a raised midblock crossing under the 
west bridge.

Plaza Perspective
The public space between the I-75 bridge structures is an activated zone featuring a diversity 
of uses. The water feature invites cooling play during warmer months and acts as a sculptural 
playscape that encourages climbing and jumping when the water is off. The explorer pit 
provides a sand pit for free play and incorporates an artistic climbing structure made from 
reclaimed logs where kids can climb and balance. Directly adjacent is the social plaza, a large 
flexible gathering space that can house various community events and activities. The plaza 
allows food truck access from the roadway and includes ping pong and picnic tables for 
play and gathering. In order to maximize usable space, the playscape and plaza carve into 
the existing site bedrock to the north. The exposed cut creates a unique visual element that 
reinforces the project concept, establishes a barrier from the interstate, and incites curiosity 
and engagement. Dense green plantings surround the entire area, which, with the various 
fixed and movable seating options, create a serene and comfortable space for everyone to 
enjoy.
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Bird’s Eye Perspective Concept
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Plaza Perspective Concept
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Underpass Perspective Concept
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Complementary Projects

Mall Visioning Study

The NC-04 connection is at the heart of the TCCID and is crucial to 
the development of the surrounding area. The study team reviewed 
and remained cognizant of nearby projects that will directly impact the 
proposed connection.

The Mall Visioning Study creates an initial framework for re-envisioning 
Town Center at Cobb Mall as an economic and cultural engine to strengthen 
Town Center Community and Cobb County. The framework provides 
several potential scenarios to inspire developers’ creativity for phased 
enhancements. 
A core component of the visioning study fosters a well-connected sense of 
place. The outlined scenarios support a new street network in place of the 
mall that adds pedestrian and vehicular connections as well as new store 
frontage for redevelopment. The intention will be a new street layout with 
placemaking elements that has the potential to recreate the Town Center 
at Cobb Mall as a destination to shop, explore, and enjoy. 

The TCCID along with its partners Cobb County and GDOT recently held the ground breaking (Oct. 
2022) for the construction of the South Barrett Reliever Phase 3 project.  This most recent phase 
begins on the west side of I-75 at the roundabout of Barrett Lakes Boulevard and Shiloh Valley 
Drive extending to the east, over I-75, connecting to Roberts Court. The primary infrastructure is 
a bridge over I-75 and the managed lanes with accommodations for bicyclists and pedestrians.  
This project exemplifies the TCCID’s goals to provide alternate routes that link one side of the 
Interstate with the other.  This connection will contribute to an estimated 22% reduction in traffic 
along Barrett Parkway.

South Barrett Reliever Phase 3
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Next Steps
This scoping study developed a concept for providing the multi-modal connection 
across I-75 from George Busbee Parkway to Cobb Place Lane.  The next steps would 
entail completing the requirements for introduction of the project into the regional 
plan and to garner support from the primary agencies that will be responsible for 
construction and then operations and maintenance: Cobb DOT and GDOT. Specific 
actions to be undertaken would include but not be limited to:

• Complete a detailed traffic analysis to quantify vehicular 
trips diverted from the Barrett Parkway and I-75 interchange

• Enter into a Project Framework Agreement with Cobb County 
• Identify availible funding sources  
• Complete detailed analysis required to submit an application 

when ARC has the next call for projects to formally introduce 
the NC-04 project into the Regional Transportation Plan 
(RTP) and the Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP)  

• Perform a NEPA analysis and documentation
• Coordinate with GDOT to be assigned a PI number
• Finalize a GDOT Concept Report 
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Stakeholder Meeting #1 Summary 

MEETING SUMMARY  
Meeting Date/Time: March 1, 2022; 11:30 AM-12:30 PM 

Meeting Attendees: 
Name Organization  
Heather Hanley TCCID 
Alisha Smith TCCID 
Tracy Styf TCCID 
Marie Kastens CBRE 
Joseph David TransformCo 
Dan Buyers MCW Realty 
Ross McLeod Stockbridge Realty  
Marie Moore CBRE 
Tony Cerniglia CBRE 
Mark Garrell Related Group 
Landon Perry GDOT District 7 
Joshua Higgens GDOT 
Tricia Chastain Kennesaw University 
Tony Bartlett LPC 
Karl Von Hagel Cobb County DOT 

 
Meeting Purpose: The purpose was to inform the stakeholder advisory group about the scope, 
schedule, and transformational opportunity of this new connector study. The purpose also 
included gaining feedback from the stakeholders on opportunities and challenges, potential 
connections, and transformative ideas. 

Welcome   
Alisha Smith opened the meeting with a welcome to all attendees. During this time she 
introduced herself, the project manager (Dan Dobry- Croy), and the PAG members. Julie 
Price (Arcadis) then walked meeting attendees through Mentimeter and the icebreaker 
question.  

Study Overview     
- Dan Dobry (Croy) provided an overview of the study’s purpose, deliverables, overall 

timeline, and conceptual alignment options. Dan also guided 2 Mentimeter questions to 
get feedback on strengths and challenges stakeholders recognized with this project.   

Study Visioning/Emerging Technology   
- Renee Schoonbeek and Angela Acosta (CRTKL) provided an introduction and overview 

into the importance of visioning for a project and the opportunity to participate in an 
upcoming visioning workshop. The pair used several mentimeter questions to garner 
interest and begin to understand stakeholder opinions on the potential crossing. Luis 
Velasquez (Arcadis) then followed with an overview into emerging technology and ways 
they can be used in the potential crossing.   

Closing, Next Steps   
- Dan Dobry (Croy) closed the meeting with a reminder to follow TCCID on social media for 

study updates and to attend the upcoming public event at the Noonday Shanty 5k/10k 
race.  
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Mentimeter Results: 
Question Answer Results  
What are the biggest strengths of providing a 
new connection in this area? (Free response)  

• Traffic reduction  
• Economic development opportunity 
• Increase connectivity 
• Multimodal options  

What are the biggest challenges we need to 
understand to provide a new connection in 
this area? (Free response)  

• Impacts to existing buildings  
• Construction and ROW costs 
• Existing projects in the corridor  

What components are most important in this 
new connection? (Multiple choice) 

Answers in order from majority to minority: 
• Reduce traffic congestion (57%) 
• Support local businesses and create 

new jobs (29%) 
• Improve bike/ped connections (14%) 

A new connection should be for: 
(Multiple choice) 

Answers in order from majority to minority: 
• Cars, bikes, and pedestrians separated 

(71%) 
• Cars, bikes, and pedestrians combined 

(29%) 
Other than providing a physical connection, 
what else can a new connection achieve? 
(Multiple choice) 

Answers in order from majority to minority: 
• Promote transporation alternatives 

(73%) 
• Display public art (13%) 
• Add programmable public space 

(13%) 
What does the term “emerging technology” 
mean to you? (Multiple choice) 

Answers in order from majority to minority: 
• Technology to improve safety for 

drivers and pedestrians (54%) 
• Digital connectivity for drivers, 

bicyclists, pedestrians, and local 
businesses (23%) 

• Physical enhancements to 
accommodate the future of mobility 
(electric charging stations, 
autonomous vehicles, drones, etc.) 
(15%) 

• I have no idea. (8%) 
Would you be interested in participating in a 
NC-04 visioning workshop? (Multiple choice) 

Answers in order from majority to minority: 
• Yes, I can dedicate 1-2 hours (13 

respondents) 
• Yes, I can dedicate up to 4 hours (1 

respondent) 
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Public Meeting #1 Summary 

MEETING SUMMARY  
Meeting Date/Time: March 26, 2022; 6:45 AM-10:00 AM 

Consultant Attendees: 
Name Organization  
Matt McDow Arcadis  
Julie Price Arcadis 
Jordyn Jones Arcadis 
Dan Dobry Croy 
Zahra Jeena Croy 

 
Public Participants: 
Meeting Purpose: The purpose was to inform and engage the public about the NC-04 study during 
TCCID’s Inaugural 5k/10k Noonday Shanty Race.  

Activity: Participants were able to explore study related boards for information about the study’s 
location and purpose. Participants were then invited to imagine more transformative features that 
could possibly be included in the crossing, and place sticky dots on the ideas most 
interesting/desirable to them.  

An associated mentimeter survey was also developed in anticipation for those unable to 
participate in the physical activity, however all participants were more than happy to engage. 
Therefore, the mentimeter survey questions were no longer utilized.  

Display Board Results: Below are the voting results from the display board activity. A display image 
from the event is located on the next page for reference.  

• Board 1: “How can this road me more than just a crossing?” 

o Bike/pedestrian paths: 23 votes 

o Park Space: 12 votes 

o Thoughtful Landscaping: 8 votes 

o Artwork: 13 votes 

o Program and Activity Space: 10 votes 

o Additional Ideas: Brewery, scooter friendly infrastructure 

• Board 2: “What technology could benefit this crossing?”  

o Electric Vehicle Infrastructure: 5 votes 

o Autonomous Shuttle: 13 votes 

o Electric Bikes/Bike Sharing: 5 votes 

o Safety Systems for Bike/Ped: 9 votes 

o Pedestrian Digital Connectivity: 2 votes 

o Additional Ideas: N/A 
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Public Meeting #2 Summary 

MEETING SUMMARY  
Meeting Date/Time: August 13, 2022; 8:30 AM-1:30 PM 

Consultant Attendees: 
Name Organization  
Julie Price Arcadis  
Nicole Carsten Arcadis 
Dan Dobry Croy 
Matt Reeves Croy 

 
Public Participants: 
Meeting Purpose: The purpose was to inform the public about the NC-04 study and promote the 
survey at the Noonday Creek Trail from 8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.  and Town Center Mall from 11:30 
a.m. – 1:30 p.m. 

Engagement: Participants were able to view display boards providing background on the 
proposed connection and vision concepts from the survey. Participants were then invited to 
complete the survey on a table or scan the QR code and complete the survey at another time.  
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Stakeholder Meeting #2 Summary 

MEETING SUMMARY  
Meeting Date/Time: August 30, 2022; 11:30 AM-12:30 PM 

Meeting Attendees: 
Name Organization  
Alisha Smith TCCID 
Tracy Styf TCCID 
Marie Moore  CBRE 
Marie Kastens CBRE 
Tony Cerniglia CBRE 
Joseph David Transformco 
Heather Hanley Transformco 
Dan Buyers MCW Realty 
Mark Garrell Related Group 
Landon Perry GDOT District 7 
Joshua Higgins GDOT 
Drew Raessler Cobb County DOT 
Karl Von Hagel Cobb County DOT 
Trina Joseph Coro Realty 
Dustin Johnson Key Bank 
Renu Lal Maiden-740, LLC 
Dan Dobry Croy 
Matt Reeves Croy 
Julie Price Arcadis 
Nicole Carsten Arcadis 
Thomas Brown, Jr. Arcadis 
Troy Galloway Arcadis 

 
Meeting Purpose: The purpose was to share the public involvement survey results, preferred 
alignment, and emerging technology analysis with the stakeholder advisory group and then 
answer questions and garner their feedback.  
 

Welcome   
Alisha Smith opened the meeting with a welcome to all attendees and briefly reviewed 
the background of the NC-04 Connection and study. 

Study Overview     
- Dan Dobry (Croy) gave an overview of the study’s purpose and scope to provide context 

for how the study team came to the preferred alignment, placemaking concepts, and 
emerging technology options for this new connection. 

Public Involvement 
- Nicole Carsten (Arcadis) reviewed the purpose of the study’s public involvement and 

shared the results from the second phase of involvement, which included an online public 
survey. The survey questions gleaned information on how people interact with the 
community, how they felt about streetscapes and placemaking concepts, and their desire 
for different types of emerging technologies. 

Joshua Higgins (GDOT) asked about outreach to EJ communities. Julie Price (Arcadis) 
explained that no steps were taken to specifically target EJ groups in this feasibility study.  
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Preferred Alignment 
- Dan Dobry shared the preferred alignment location and design concept. The alignment 

included multi-modal features as well as placemaking space. The design would include 
Town Center branding.  

Placemaking 
- Thomas Brown (Arcadis) shared the draft placemaking concept for the connection, which 

included designated bike and pedestrian paths, a social plaza, water feature, and 
underpass playground.  

Emerging Technology 
- Troy Galloway (Arcadis) reviewed the emerging technology matrix, which showed the 

capital cost, maintenance cost, and responsible entity. The study goals were also mapped 
for each technology demonstrating which goals applied to each. 

Next Steps   
- Dan Dobry (Croy) informed the committee of the next steps which included refining the 

design, preparing the concept report, and developing planning level cost estimates. 

Questions  
- Dan Dobry and Alisha Smith asked the committee for any questions or comments about 

the study. The questions and comments they received were: 

o Landon Perry – stressed the importance of getting buy-in. He also suggested 
checking with traffic operations to see if other projects were in the area. 

o Mark Garrell – noted that it would be an amazing catalyst for the area. He asked 
for a timeline and next steps. 

 Alisha responded that after wrapping up the study they would need to 
determine planning level costs and identify funding. She predicted that it 
could take 8-10 years to finish the project due to FHWA requirements.  

o Marie Moore – loved the concept and felt it would be huge for the mall property. 
She would prefer it happen sooner than later. She suggested engaging people 
now to lay the groundwork for support. 

o Tony Cerniglia – mentioned the success of the Big Shanty Connection and felt this 
could be just as successful. He stressed the importance of adding another 
connection across I-75. 

o Dan Dobry – mentioned that Cobb County DOT was already engaged and 
previously shared feedback. 

Closing 

- Alisha shared that the meeting’s presentation would be available to the committee. Dan 
thanked everyone for their support and closed the meeting. 
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NC-04 FEASIBILITY STUDY 

Public Involvement Survey Summary 

 
 

The purpose of the NC-04 Public Involvement Survey was to 
obtain public feedback on the vision of the planned new 
connection. The survey was broken into three sections to gain 
insight into the public’s relationship with the Town Center area, 
their impressions of streetscape and placemaking concepts, 
and their level of interest in emerging technologies.  

In all, 148 individuals completed the survey and provided their 
thoughts on the vision of this new connection. Most participants 
were either residents or visited the area recreationally, and the 
main driver for the area is shopping. 

This summary breaks down the answers for each question and 
provides key takeaways from the results. Reoccurring themes 
included: natural aesthetics, activated and multi-use spaces, traffic 
congestion relief, and bike and pedestrian features. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GETTING TO KNOW YOU 
Questions in this section aimed to understand respondents’ relationship to the Town Center Community and how they 
currently engage with the district.  

 
1) Relationship to Town Center Community 

In this required question, individuals were asked to identify their relationship to the Town Center Community. (148 responses) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Highlights:  

 45.3% (31.1% and 14.2%) of respondents are residents of the district. 

 Almost 32% of respondents visit for recreational activities. 

 1.4% were students. 

 10 respondents (about 6.8%) travel to the area specifically for shopping or restaurants. 

 

1.4% 



2) Key Interests in the Town Center Community 

In this required question, individuals were asked what interested them most about the Town Center Community. They had five 
multiple choice options: shopping, residential, access to schools, employment, and recreation. Additional responses came from 
individuals writing in their own responses in the “other” category. (148 responses) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Highlights: 

 About 55% of respondents’ main interest is shopping. 

 About 24% of respondents’ main interest is recreational activities. 

 5 respondents (about 3%) specifically identified dining as their highest interest. 

 

 

 

 

3.4% 

4.7% 

5.4% 



3) Optional Question  

Individuals had the option to answer the following question in their own words: If you could add anything to the Town Center 
Community to make it more appealing to you, what would it be?  
120 individuals chose to answer this question. These comments were grouped based on common themes. 
 
Key Takeaways: 
 Some individuals provided more than one comment within their response, which led to 129 comments. 
 Reducing traffic congestion was preferred by 23% of respondents. 
 Bike and pedestrian capabilities were preferred by 22% of respondents. 
 Respondents who commented on streetscapes tended to focus on the natural elements and native vegetation (9 of 10 comments).  
 Placemaking options were preferred by 16% of respondents. 
 Shopping and restaurants (15 of 29 comments) were reoccurring themes among respondents in the “Other” category.  

 
 

Comment Topic Areas Respondent Comments 

Bike and Pedestrian (26) • More walkability 
• More bike lanes on surface streets 
• Protected bike lanes 
• Bicycle route options (marked and or protected roads and bike racks) 
• More bike trails 
• Make it more pedestrian friendly 
• More walking, less parking 
• Bike and walking paths 
• Make the community more walkable 
• More walking trails 
• Expand the walk bike trails with bridges instead of having to cross very busy roads 
• Easier road crossings for pedestrians 
• More protected bike lanes 
• Addtnl Bike Lanes 
• More walking options and protected bike lanes 
• more pedestrian and bike friendly pathways 
• Encourage more walkable retail/restaurant areas (outdoor mall/lifestyle center concept) 
• More bike paths/walking trails 
• Bike lanes 
• Increased interconnect walking/biking trails 
• Connect to Kennesaw Mtn.trails 
• Running/Biking 
• Better walkability 
• Additional trails 



• More walkability 
Noonday Creek Trail connectivity (no traffic lights and highway crossings) 

Traffic (28)    • traffic calming 
• traffic is terrible so I just avoid the area altogether 
• Less congestion 
• Better traffic flow 
• Less traffic, easier access 
• less traffic 
• Improve traffic flow 
• Less congestion/traffic 
• Better synchronize the traffic lights 
• reduce the congestion! 
• less traffic 
• Less congestion 
• Less vehicles and slower vehicle speeds 
• Get through Barrett Parkway faster 
• divert traffic away 
• something to better manage traffic flow to access area shopping; maybe separate through lanes to or 

past interstate with local circulation lanes. 
• Improve circulation around the Barrett Pkwy to decrease corridor congestion 
• Fewer lights--more roundabouts 
• Make traffic better 
• Better turn signals on Barrett parkway 
• Better ability to get around by car 
• Better enforcement of vehicle traffic and driver courtesy 
• Improve traffic flow - east-west and west-east 
• Improved traffic flow 
• Fix Christmas traffic 
• Less traffic conges 
• Reduce congestion on Barrett which it looks like this proposal will do! 
• Anything that could help alleviate volume on Barrett Parkway 

Connectivity (8) • Take away some traffic signals and provide more interparcel access 
• Greater vehicular connectivity across 75 
• Make Barrett Parkway more user friendly 
• Another way to get to Town Center Mall besides Barrett Parkway 
• Alternate access to mall 
• Better mobility: Big Shanty underpass was a great success 
• More interparcel access 
• Easier way out of Target shopping center to Bells Ferry Rd 



Placemaking (19) • Fewer/smaller parking lots, more human-scale infrastructure & pocket-parks/greenspace, 
protected/separated micro-mobility lanes 

• Pocket parks 
• Green space (with native plants, not lawn/turf!), rain gardens, shade, & permeable surfaces. Polluted 

runoff into storm sewers & Noonday Creek is a problem. A community garden space with free 
produce & educational signage would be amazing! 

• A dog park 
• Rubber tracks, more green space and parks. 
• A park to take my dog to 
• Space to take my kids, better walkability 
• Pedestrian Plazas 
• Parks 
• I would like to see pollinator habitat. 
• more recreation options 
• a park 
• More parks 
• placemaking, including art. 
• More outdoor activities 
• Park space 
• Recreation 
• Parks, and greenspace, sidewalks, noise reduction 
• Parks, More places to gather. 
 

Streetscape  (10) • More trees and plantings 
• More native plants than fussy landscaping 
• Trees 
• native wildflowers in medians and rights-of-way 
• More green space and trees 
• Add more streetscaping and hardscaping throughout the area to enhance the anesthetic and sense 

of place. 
• Plant more trees instead of cutting them down 
• Trees 
• forced tree replacement when trees (generally newly planted) are dead, removed, run over as 

opposed to leaving a stump  
for future trail development, minimal tree removal as there have been many instances where mature 
trees are removed and not replaced (removing a shaded option). 

 
 



Transit (6) • localized transit. 
• Travel options 
• More multi modal transportation 
• Marta to atlanta 
• Better options than cars for getting around 
• Heavy rail transit to atl 

Safety (3) • Better, less confusing traffic flow on Barrett Pkwy at I-75. It’s dangerous, scary and very confusing to 
people not familiar with the area. 

• more enforcement to reduce speeding and unsafe driving 
• increased traffic enforcement 

Other (29) • Better shopping and restaurants 
• Slow down the growth. The Cobb County Commission can say 'No.' 
• More housing 
• A vibrant shopping mall much like Cumberland Mall 
• Some non-chain eateries that are not fast food 
• Turn the mall into a mixed use development like Avalon in Alpharetta 
• Upscale Shopping so I don’t have to drive to East Cobb Avenue. 
• Add back higher end stores, like those that have left Town Center Mall over the years. I have to leave 

the area to shop at stores that used to be around here (i.e. go to West Cobb, East Cobb, Mall of GA). 
Maybe upgrade the mall to have higher stores accessible from outside vs. indoors, like newer 
properties have done. Maybe this will cut down on mall crime. Or maybe the demographics in the 
area have changed enough such that this type of redevelopment wouldn't do well. Anyway, that 
would make it more appealing to me. Perhaps more appealing to more people would be to add more 
green space, or affordable housing. Another idea would be to add a "Top Golf," that seems to be an 
attraction for many people. 

• facelift to the shopping centers 
• New and better restaurants; so sick of the same old chains 
• Some upscale shopping and stores such Trader Joe's. 
• More restaurants 
• more entertainment/dining options...mid to upscale 
• A town square type area 
• redevelopment of Town Center Mall 
• Make Town Center Mall better like it was in the past 
• Because Town Center Mall has been declining for years, sell it to KSU and solve expansion issues 

for KSU, the area needs Belk, Macy's, brand name stores like Dillards in the area. We travel to nicer 
malls to shop taking revenue out of our community. Consider bringing higher end stores to the Mall 
and make the Mall an 'event' place to attract more shoppers. Other areas have concerts once a 
month. Town Center could incorporate these events for more awareness. Food Truck day is another 
event. The landscaping is really nice and the area is really beautiful and has been a great place for 
us to live and shop the last 34 years! Thank you to all for all you do! 



• Don’t have any changed 
• an outdoor high-end mall (sort of like the outlet malls - but higher end) in place of town center mall 

with restaurants. great example is short pump town center in richmond, va. premier outdoor mall 
• More local restaurants vs. chains 
• More locally independent shops 
• More unique restaurants 
• More housing 
• Additional thrift stores 
• Dining other than chains 
• trash pick-up (especially around the student housing complexes) / better integration with the mall / 

uniform/beautified traffic signals/signs/etc ...,. Also, Better integration w/KSU stadium and sports 
complex 

• pedestrian friendly store-fronts for more of a small town feel instead of the mall feel 
• I love the current developments. 
• cops to stop the drag-racing and thumping cars at 2 am 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

4) Streetscape Possibilities 

In this required question, individuals were asked to rank streetscape designs 
from most preferred (1st choice) to least preferred (4th choice).  

Key Takeaways: 

 Image A varied in preference but was ultimately ranked as the third choice. 
50 respondents chose it as their third option and 45 respondents chose it as 
their fourth option.  

 Image B was well received overall. It varied in preference but was ultimately 
ranked as the second choice. Almost 60 respondents chose it as their second 
choice and just over 50 respondents chose it as their first option.  

 Image C was the least preferred overall of the other options with just over 60 
respondents choosing it as their least favorite option. 

 Image D was preferred overall to other options with over 60 respondents 
choosing it as their first choice. 

 

STREETSCAPES AND PLACEMAKING 
Questions in this section elicit feedback on different types of streetscape designs and placemaking strategies. The visuals 
offered different aesthetics for people to respond  to and rank. 

 

 

 

 
 



5) Optional Question about Streetscapes 

Individuals were given the option to explain why their first choice was so appealing. 136 individuals chose to answer this question. 
These comments were grouped based on common themes. 

Key Takeaways: 
 33% of respondents' first choice was based on the natural and green aesthetic. 

 22% of respondents said the first choice was based on the multi-use of the design. 

 10% of respondents' first choice was based on the modern aesthetic. 

 Almost half of comments about the urban or commercial aesthetic noted the walkability among shops. 

.Comment Topic Areas Respondent Comments 

Natural/Green/Serene (45) • More plants, hopefully more native plants to promote biodiversity. 
• The natural feel of it. 
• Nature 
• More organic and natural 
• More green - we need plants 
• Green space and park like setting. It seems tranquil. 
• natural feel 
• Green space is so important 
• Looks more natural and blends more into surroundings 
• It seems more natural and park-like 
• Natural with grass, trees, and flowers 
• Is more inviting, also a tree canopy reduces the temperature for the pedestrians which is a 

reason to decide to step outside or not due to the temperature 
• It’s trail like 
• Space for gardens! 
• It looks natural, and it would be cooler because of plants and trees 
• Natural environment 
• Maintain the natural beauty 
• Natural, comfortable, feel like a retreat 
• Natural look 
• greenery - more natural 
• The green-space; I could see this type of trail fitting in naturally within the community. 
• It looks natural 
• The nature incorporated, it gives me the most peace 
• Natural spaces feel more comfortable and relaxing. It’s less chaotic and I can picture myself and 

family there. 



• The green space and trees. Kennesaw is synonymous with the mountain and battlefield. Utilizing 
natural elements in the infrastructure keeps a that theme. 

• I'm always a fan of green things like plants - maybe not grass, though 
• peace and quiet 
• More nature, less urban 
• Keeps the natural elements in the forefront 
• Natural and relaxing. 
• Greenspace and opportunities for nature 
• My family enjoys walking through scenic trails 
• Nature 
• Less disturbance of nature 
• More natural 
• Nature 
• Nature 
• Nature 
• Green space 
• Less concrete more peaceful 
• natural setting and open area 
• Nature and grass 
• preserving what is left of the green space in the area 
• Simplicity, green space, and enough of over development 
• More greenspace is always good 

Modern/Creative (13) • Modern and well lit for evening use 
• Modern feel 
• Modern 
• Modern and sleek 
• It is artistic. We need artistic features and displays in our community. 
• It looks clean and modern 
• Very modern and a comforting feeling 
• Gives a modern look 
• lighting and straight lines makes the area look more inviting 
• Adds culture and personality to an otherwise mundane and repetitive area 
• It's open and cool 
• Something unique 
• Structured 

 
 
 



Multi-modal (30) • Multi-use 
• It promotes waking/biking and allows for small businesses/shops along the way. Sort of like the 

Atlanta Beltline. 
• Multi-use implies that it will be inclusive/accessible & connected to businesses, neighborhoods, 

etc. There are environmentally responsible ways to design a space like that. 
• It allows multi-modal mobility, feels less hostile to people (less car-centric), mixes greenspace 

with destinations (instead of choosing between only nature or only asphalt). 
• It’s something I would use and it’s multipurpose 
• Walkability, communal 
• Ability to bike! Flexibility! 
• Safety in dedicated walking space and lighting 
• Best of all worlds and more reasonable pricing (TAX) of maintenance 
• Multi use paths allow for easy access and multiple modes (walk, run, bike, etc.) 
• Pedestrian Promenade 
• Always love having more options for walking/running in the area--especially if it can primarily 

shaded! 
• Pedestrian amenity and landscaping 
• It is easier to bike with this option 
• Open space, mixture of purposed spaces 
• Different areas 
• Encourages bike riders, walkers, and runners to enjoy the community. 
• Protects cyclists and walkers 
• multi-use 
• Clearly marks the path and highlights recreation 
• Helps promote walking and outside activity. 
• Multiple people are able to use it and get around in a sustainable way. 
• Multi use 
• I am a cyclist and a pedestrian and like the opportunity this option brings for those activities. 
• Multi Use and Natural Colors 
• I think taking advantage of the remaining natural areas are much more appealing for 

walking/biking within the area w/more urban multi-use trail connections to commercial or KSU 
areas. 

• The fact that it's multi-use for pedestrians and cyclists 
• Great for running. 
• Outdoor recreation 
• the ability to commute with my gravel bike 

 
 

 



Urban/Commercial (12) • Big city vibes 
• pedestrian friendly urban space 
• Feels most appropriate for the community as it redevelops to become more urban. 
• This choice looks very practical for our area. There is shopping with large, designed walkways 

designated and inviting to walking. It looks safe and open. Options for bikes and areas to sit for 
other tasks. If this was created along Barrett parkway, I would suggest some shrubs or a barrier 
between the walking path and the traffic or place the path further over from the traffic. 

• I envision shopping & "cafes" such as found in European cities ... esp in a pedestrian 
environment 

• Opportunity for restaurants, shops and meeting spa es 
• Integrates within suburban commercial environment and provides connectivity to different retail 

destinations 
• walkable area allows for people to navigate easily between several stores, restaurants and 

venues 
• It looks like it's in a location that has ample off-street parking instead of requiring parallel 

parking on the street 
• Really defines the pedestrian space and gives access to shops and restaurants. 
• Makes buildings along the path nicer looking 
• need the 'vibe' to attract activity/engagement/consumers 

 
Traffic (4) • Lack of traffic 

• less traffic 
• less traffic 
• Less traffic 

Simplicity/Practicality (6) • It's simple and functional. 
• simple, should be easy maintained while being different from typical concrete sidewalks 
• Simple, easy maintenance but yet differs from a typical sidewalk. 
• Simple and different color pavement 
• simple and fits well to the area 
• Open and colorful, low maintenance 

Other  (26) • More choices is always better 
• Far more useful than the others 
• I like the density for the area but option B fits the current area 
• Need more if those.  
• Its bot just concrete 
• Friendly feeling 



• seems to fit in with the surroundings better. The idea of a shaded canopy is nice, though. 
• It feels softer 
• To extend and connect the trails at Noonday and the nearby Kennesaw Battlefield Park 
• Character and personality, without being too overwhelming. A more timeless look 
• The design is appealing. 
• Seems pleasant 
• contrast with the concrete of the rest of the area 
• The look and variety of the anesthetic for the area. 
• Because this choice looks better in my opinion 
• The aesthetic of the design 
• Mix of paving and greenery 
• Combines an actual outdoor feeling while walking one place to another. Esthetically pleasing  
• It combines many elements from B and C and provides the most complete option. 
• Practical 
• Provides contrast to large paved areas and strip malls with lots of straight lines. 
• Fun, young, happy feel good 
• Room for people to pull over when needed and out of other’s way 
• clean & safe space 
• Hometown feel 
• covered so it could be used in rain and still be outside 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6) Placemaking Possibilities 

In this required question, individuals were asked to rank 
placemaking designs from the most preferred (1st choice) to 
least preferred (4th choice).  

Key Takeaways: 

 Image A was well-received overall. It was chosen as most 
preferred by about 50 respondents.  

 Image B was chosen as the third choice by over 50 
respondents.   

 Image C was least preferred of the other options with 65 
respondents selecting it as their least preferred choice.  

 Image D was preferred overall to other options. It was 
chosen as the first choice by over 60 respondents. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7) Optional Question about Placemaking 

Individuals were given the option to explain why their first choice was so appealing.  133 individuals chose to 
answer this optional question. The comments were grouped based on common themes. 

Key Takeaways: 
 Some individuals provided more than one comment within their response, which led to 135 comments. 

 35% of responders commented on the natural aspect of their preferred design. 

 34% of responders commented on the multi-use and activation space of their preferred design.  

 Of those that commented on the multi-use of their preferred design, 11 (24%) mentioned seating space. 

 Of those that commented on the multi-use of their preferred design, 7 (15.5%) mentioned the use of a water feature. 

 6% of responders mentioned the shaded or covered elements of their preferred design. 

 Other aspects responders commented on included practicality, open space, visual appeal, and bike and pedestrian features. 

Comment Topic Areas Respondent Comments 

Natural Elements (46) • Uses more natural elements, more plants. 
• Natural elements are more pleasing 
• Again, retaining as much natural appearance is best. 
• Natural 
• Green space 
• Natural elements 
• More natural elements always make a space feel more inviting 
• Of the four, it would be most visually interesting for me to experience nature rather than 

manmade places 
• Looks more natural and blends more into surroundings 
• Good balance of nature and people. 
• Natural 
• Georgia’s natural beauty is showcased 
• Utilizing nature 
• Will like to see local pollination gardens 
• Shade trees, green environment 
• Maintain the natural beauty 
• Natural look 
• more natural elements 
• integration of natural forms 
• Prefer the natural look 
• Preserve the nature 



• It looks natural 
• The natural elements. Kennesaw is synonymous with the mountain and battlefield. 

Utilizing natural elements in the infrastructure keeps a that theme. 
• natural surfaces, less concrete for water to just run off of. 
• engaging interaction using natural elements gives a more organic experience 
• the natural setting 
• seemed quiet and peaceful 
• Outdoors 
• Utilize nature 
• More natural and interesting! 
• Keeping natural elements instead of getting rid of them. 
• More nature reduces stress 
• Natural elements 
• Reflecting the origins of the land before development 
• More natural 
• Nature 
• The natural environment 
• Natural elements and landscaping 
• Green space 
• Natural Elements 
• Natural 
• More natural 
• natural elements. 
• I like the idea of utilizing natural elements, but not with creative liberty like in the image 

above. I don't think anything overly colorful / modern sculpture fits in within the area 
aesthetics. 

• Mix of nature, seating, awnings, overall utility 
• Ideal design works with the environment, not creating a new one. 
 

Multi-use/Activation (45) • Gives the options for different things to do 
• Mixing greenspace with activity destinations that people want to spend time in.  
• multi activity 
• More variety 
• Gatherings and inclusiveness 
• a good place for community connecting. 
• Communal, easy to navigate, places for all ages to relax and enjoy 
• multi-functional 
• Community and fun 
• allows for seating and play 
• variety of uses and nice 



• It looks like a fun area that I would take my kids to. 
• It offers multiple actives. 
• having multiple uses fits with my interpretation on how Town Center is 
• Togetherness of community and landscaped environment 
• This is a super social are1a where some people go an spend there whole day. That being 

said there isn't a space for seating and general socializing to take a break from 
shopping/different entertainment and the fun seating options appeal to the diverse, young 
crowd that often visits. 

• It looks inviting and brings together green space and comfy looking, fun seating. I can 
imagine myself meeting friends there. 

• Kids playing in the splash pad 
• Variety of activity and I like the water fountains very appealing 
• It allows for a multitude of events to take place in the area 
• I love the options for sitting. You can people watch while swinging. 
• The diversity in what you can do in this space, sitting, walking, watching the fountains etc 
• While I think each of these appeal to different age groups and could be beneficial, 

choosing A was specifically appealing to me because of community, beautiful waterfalls, a 
place of gathering with families. A nice place to have someone playing music, displaying 
art, teaching, stretching classes, have picnic tables. 

• The theme and variety of what a space could be and used. 
• Different areas 
• Makes it useful for all ages 
• incorporate the surrounding urban areas through connectivity. Seating is not the priority 
• different options available 
• It's a nice gathering area for the community 
• Activities 
• Waterworks allows for a visual but also is interactive 
• The opportunity for the space to be multi-functional. 
• Ways for people to hangout 
• Water feature 
• People can use the area in different ways. Looks like a nice area to gather. 
• Water feature 
• I like that it has lots of different activities in one location. 
• Water feature 
• multi seating options makes it fun for kids and adults 
• Its a place for all (kids, teens, and adults) and where you could work/study! 
• I notice a lot of people utilizing existing benches along the trail and think diverse seating 

options offer a more tranquil experience. A multi-activity plaza is great too but needs to be 
in a place with critical mass or will not be utilized. 

• It is an appealing place for the public to gather, relax and enjoy their surroundings. This 
currently does not exist in the TCCID, except for parks. Why not? 



• Mix of nature, seating, awnings, overall utility 
• The chance to swing! 
• comfort for those wanting to stop and rest 
 

Protection from elements (8) • open space with shade 
• Like that the walkway is covered for shade and rain. 
• Covered 
• Covered seating, nice greenery 
• Shade 
• Cooler choice for hot days 
• Protective cover from the sun/elements is appealing to me 
• Mix of nature, seating, awnings, overall utility 

Functional/Practical (7) • simple and functional. 
• Simple; making use of space rarely used. 
• utilitarian nature 
• Practical 
• Low Maintenance 
• These choices scream maintenance. Must have a non-county funding sources for 

maintenance if these choices are being considered 
• Functionality 

Visual Appeal (7) • Modern 
• I like things that are contemporary 
• Color and sculptures help liven up a space that would otherwise be dark and somewhat 

dreary 
• Visual appeal will make the area more inviting. 
• Good looking 
• look and feel attractive 
• visual appeal 

Open (5) • Open Space 
• Open 
• Open 
• Plaza like areas 
• Open and airy 

 
 



Bike and Ped (3) • It promotes waking/biking and allows for small businesses/shops along the way. Sort of 
like the Atlanta Beltline. 

• nice walking area with beautiful landscaping 
• Small shops & cafes could border it with no-car pathways, allowing people to use things 

like the Noonday Creek Trail to travel via foot/bicycle/scooter. 
 

Other (14) • Just like it! 
• Need more space like that 
• It looks fun 
• looks inviting 
• same as before 
• Overall design and use  
• no good choices 
• high quality materials 
• Seems pleasant 
• I think it would unique and thus attract people to go there. 
• A health mix of A , B, and C would be the ideal form. 
• Something different 
• Again it's a more personal area - NO MORE OVER GROWTH 
• Outdoor space 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

8) User Technologies  

In this required question, individuals were asked to rate each 
technology’s desirability as either highly desirable, desirable, 
indifferent, undesirable, or highly undesirable.  

Key Takeaways: 

 Autonomous Shuttles showed strong desirability with 50 
respondents choosing it as highly desirable and almost 50 
respondents choosing it as desirable. 

 Interactive Kiosks showed favorable desirability with 
almost 60 choosing it as desirable; however, just over 50 
respondents were indifferent.  

 EV Charging Stations showed general desirability with 
most 20 choosing it as highly desirable and over 40 as 
desirable; however, just over 50 respondents were indifferent 
to the technology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES 
Questions in this section glean individuals impressions on different types of emerging technologies. The technologies were 
broken down into three categories: user technologies, safety technologies, and traffic flow/signal technologies. 

 

 

 

 
 



9) Safety Technologies  

In this required question, individuals were asked to rate each 
technology’s desirability as either highly desirable, desirable, 
indifferent, undesirable, or highly undesirable.  

Key Takeaways: 

 FLIR Thermal Detection showed strong desirability with 60 
respondents choosing it as highly desirable and almost 50 
respondents choosing it as desirable. Undesirability was very 
low. 

 Travel Safety App did not show strong desirability with 
over 65 respondents indifferent to the technology; however, 
desirability was higher than undesirability. 

 Dynamic Roadways showed very strong desirability with 
almost 70 respondents choosing it as highly desirable and 55 
as desirable. Indifference and undesirability were very low.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



10)  Traffic Flow/Signal Technologies  

In this required question, individuals were asked to rate each 
technology’s desirability as either highly desirable, desirable, 
indifferent, undesirable, or highly undesirable.  

Key Takeaways: 

 SCATS Adaptive Traffic System showed very strong 
desirability with over 90 respondents choosing it as highly 
desirable and 40 respondents choosing it as desirable. 

 GridSmart Detection showed strong desirability with 
about 55 respondents choosing it as highly desirable and 
over 50 respondents choosing it as desirable. 

 ART Lighting showed strong desirability with about 65 
respondents choosing it as highly desirable and 45 as 
desirable.  

 Undesirability was extremely low for all three categories. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



11) Emerging Technology Interests 

Individuals were asked to identify what interested them most about emerging technology opportunities. They were able to choose 
multiple options or write in their own response. 

Key Takeaways: 

 Respondents were highly interested in technologies to relieve traffic congestion. 
 Bike and pedestrian safety also resonated with respondents. 
 Write-in comments included:  

o Incentives for mass transit 
o Building trains, adding bike lanes, add more buses, don’t waste money on technologies that will be out-of-date in a year 
o Collecting information for traffic law violators 
o The need for visiting users to pay for EV charging 
o Remove technology to cut costs 
o Knowledge of what is happening 
o Safe reliable transit options 
o Connectivity - Barrett Pkwy has the worst signal/internet connection. I worry that with these technologies it would just get 

worse.  
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1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this memorandum is to complete a review of applicable emerging technologies that will 
best support the proposed project’s vision and objectives. For several years, Town Center CIDs (TCCID) 
planning for improvements within the district has included a new connection across Interstate 75 (I-75) 
between Barrett Parkway and Big Shanty Road. First identified in the 2010 TCCID Master Plan as NC-04, 
this project has recently gained momentum given the development and redevelopment opportunities at 
Town Center Mall and in the Cobb Place retail area. These conditions have resulted in this feasibility 
study to develop concept plans to achieve this strategic connection.  

A review of new mobility trends and emerging technology was completed by the study team to provide 
TCCID with a comprehensive and extensive list of ideas and solutions for the project. This initial review 
resulted in nine solutions that would be applicable to the connection crossing project. These nine 
solutions were reviewed by a large working group, via a visioning workshop, to obtain input and feedback 
from various study stakeholders. This feedback has been critical to understanding key project 
components that can be accomplished by these solutions and to understand stakeholder concerns. 

This summary outlines each of the potential solutions to determine if it is feasible to include with the 
proposed project. As a result of the research completed, the following items have been analyzed:  

1. General Description and List of Vendors
a. This section includes a short write up and description of the proposed technology solution.

2. Estimated Implementation Timeline
a. A high-level timeline of design and implementation is included for each solution.

3. Physical footprint requirements/needs
a. A general description of the physical footprint size of each technology has been reviewed and

included.
4. Initial Capital Cost Estimates

a. A cost estimate, per unit, has been included per the latest manufacturer estimates.
5. Ongoing Annual Maintenance Estimates

a. The ideal owner/responsible party of the operations and maintenance is discussed along with
estimated costs for yearly maintenance and upkeep.

6. Stakeholder Engagement
a. Given the impacts of the proposed technology, does engagement with other parties or users

need to take place to allow for a successful delivery?
7. Future Proofing Considerations

a. Does this product allow for future technology to be built and implemented so the project and
corridor can remain up to date with technology advancements?

8. User Groups Supported
a. The study reviewed if the four user groups would be positively impacted by the proposed

technology. These user groups included: Shoppers, Residents, KSU Students and workers.
9. Goals and Objectives Supported

a. A review of the technology against the project goals and objectives was completed. Each section
includes a list of the applicable goals and objectives that were achieved by the proposed
technology. The reviewed goals and objectives include:

i. Extended Play: does the technology encourage the users’ groups to stay inside the CID and
project area for a longer period of time?

ii. Connected Destination: will the proposed technology provide the user an opportunity to
interact with the project area or deployed technology?

iii. User Experience: will this technology draw users into the CID?
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iv. Diverse and Flexible: will the technology allow for a variety of users and community needs
to be met?

v. Walkable Environment: does the technology encourage users to take alternative modes of
transportation to move about the project or CID?

vi. Safety Centered Solutions: will this technology increase the safety for all users?
10. Summary

a. An overall recommendation is provided for each solution.

2 NC-04 PROPOSED PROJECT

The study team has conducted an assessment of alignments to connect the Town Center Mall with the 
Cobb Place retail center on the west side of I-75. Our assessment reviewed an interstate overpass 
beginning just south of the AMC theater, advancing northeast, and tying into the intersection of George 
Busbee Parkway and Big Shanty Road on the northern loop. This overpass is estimated to be 
approximately 2,600 feet in length with grades approaching eight percent. Although it appears that the 
overpass would meet anticipated speed designs, the significant grades and overall length pose a 
challenge for both pedestrians and bicyclists. 

The study team assessed an alternative concept with the possibility of an alignment under the interstate. 
This alignment would begin at the same approximate location as the previously discussed overpass, 
traveling under both north and southbound I-75 and daylighting just to the north of the Country Inns & 
Suites on George Busbee Parkway. The route would then proceed to tie into the southern loop of Ring 
Road. This alignment would also have challenges, including significant rock excavation and traffic 
maintenance with I-75 requiring temporary detours in both directions during construction. However, the 
proposed alignment would be approximately 1,000 feet shorter in length, have gentle grades to 
accommodate multiple modes of transportation, would better support public space activation efforts, and 
help foster economic development and redevelopment in the area.  

Please refer to the project Concept Report document for additional details on the concepts considered 
and the preferred project alternative.  

3 EMERGING TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

The following technologies were reviewed for both their applicability towards the proposed NC-04 project 
and from a standalone perspective if the CID were to seek implementation of these solutions beyond the 
project area. This list represents the current solutions in the market. As both the technology and the 
proposed project alignment and final design progress, this list will need to be reviewed and refreshed to 
ensure that project goals and objectives are met.  

3.1 AUTOMATED (AV) SHUTTLE 

1. General Description and List of Vendors

a. There are 6 levels of autonomous driving solutions, between no automation (L0) up to full control
by an autonomous system (L5). For this project will we be utilizing level 4, high autonomation,
where the vehicle performs all driving tasks under specific circumstances. Geofencing of the set
route provides the limits for the vehicles, and human override is still an option when needed.
Autonomous shuttles or autonomous people movers provide transportation to the general public
and do not rely on a physical driver. Rather, these shuttles stop at designated locations based
upon a predefined route. Most shuttles on the market are ADA compliant, allowing access for all
potential users. Depending on the type of selected model, information about the area can be
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broadcast through speakers or video boards inside of the unit. Some business models rely on 
advertisements to offset costs. 

b. List of potential vendors:
i. Navya
ii. Easy Mile
iii. 2GetThere
iv. Coast Autonomous
v. May Mobility
vi. Transdev
vii. Apollo
viii. Ohmio
ix. Go Moove

2. Estimated Implementation Timeline
a. Not including procurement timelines and

selection, it is estimated that an operator would be able to have a shuttle running in 6 to 9
months, pending the scale of the route and number of stops/destinations that are selected. Most
of the manufacturers are not U.S. based companies and consideration should be made on
companies that are compliant with Buy America when using federal funds, if required.

3. Physical footprint requirements/needs
a. The AV Shuttle will require an area for storage, maintenance, and charging. This should be a

covered and secured garage type set up approximately 20 feet x 30 feet in size with enough
space for 2-3 AV vehicles, and adequate space to perform maintenance on the vehicles.
Assuming the shuttle is electric, quick chargers (level 2 or level 3) should also be installed in the
facility – refer to section 3.3 for details on charger types. The shuttle could ride in the general-
purpose lane or a larger lane could be added on the shoulder to accommodate bikes and the AV
shuttle. Consideration should be given to use either pantograph or inductive charging technology
to allow the entire operation of an AV to be fully autonomous.

4. Initial Capital Cost Estimates
a. AV shuttles should be a turnkey procurement that includes vehicles, staffing, maintenance,

application development for tracking and interfacing, and, if applicable, advertising and fund
collection. It is estimated that an initial capital cost for one shuttle is $300K to $600K.

5. Ongoing Annual Maintenance Estimates
a. All maintenance and operational costs should be included in the third-party contract and be the

responsibility of the operator. Maintenance terms should include, but not be limited to: vehicle
upkeep, staffing, application development, permitting fees, charging stations, and fare collection.

b. The AV shuttle should have a connected vehicle unit onboard that would give it priority at signals
and allow the vehicle to be tracked in real time. This information could also be tied to the shuttle
stop kiosks to display when the next shuttle is expected to arrive.

c. The shuttle route will need to be kept as clear as possible as they drive on a defined route and
obstructions can cause the vehicle to stop and will need intervention to navigate the obstacle in
the roadway. The shuttle provider needs to have staffing available to clear obstructions if the
shuttle identifies issues on the route. Also if there are road/lane closures the shuttle may not be
able to run until this is cleared.

6. Stakeholder Engagement
a. Cobb County DOT maintains the majority of the roadways in the area and would likely maintain

this new roadway facility as well. Cobb County DOT should be involved with overall design,
development, implementation, and maintenance considerations related to a shuttle. Additionally,
if the shuttle routes were to be on State Routes, Georgia DOT should also be involved.

Figure 1 Sample AV Shuttle 
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7. Future Proofing Considerations  
a. A leasing model is recommended over the purchasing of vehicles. If there is a rapid progression 

in the AV technology, a new vehicle would be easily replaced within the leasing scenario versus 
a purchased vehicle.  

8. User Groups Supported  
a. Shoppers 
b. Residents 
c. KSU Students  
d. Workers  

9. Goals and Objectives Supported 
a. Connected Destinations  
b. User Experience  
c. Diverse and Flexible 
d. Safety Centered Solutions  

10. Summary 
a. The use of an AV shuttle along the project corridor would meet most of the project study goals 

and objectives, minus a direct impact on the walkable environment goal. Key considerations to 
be determined with stakeholder input include route extents and shuttle storage when not in use.   
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3.2 DYNAMIC ROADWAY BOLLARDS 

1. General Description and List of Vendors 
a. A dynamic roadway is the temporary repurposing of existing lanes along a corridor to be utilized 

in a variety of ways that meet the needs of users in the surrounding community. During heavy, 
non-vehicular activities, some of the project roadway could be turned into pedestrian plazas 
utilizing bollards or other means to prevent vehicle traffic. Figure 3 shows the use of bollards to 
make a pedestrian area at Truist Park in Cobb County. The roadway could be used for activities 
such as festivals, farmers markets, or food and drink events.  

b. List of Potential Vendors  
i. 1-800-Bollards 
ii. Ameristar 
iii. Blockaides 
iv. Fadini 
v. Reliance Foundry 

2. Estimated Implementation Timeline  
a. The implementation of dynamic bollards would need to be included in the roadway design.  
b. If these were to be retrofitted on an existing roadway, traffic analysis, design plans and 

permitting (environmental, utility, etc.) would need to be completed before construction could 
begin. Pending the scale of the deployment, the estimated timeline is between 9-15 months.  

3. Physical footprint requirements/needs  
a. Bollards should be installed at a spacing of 3 feet to 5 feet along the entire roadway width 

proposed to be repurposed. If dynamic bollards are used, they need to be incased in concrete at 
a depth of approximately 4 feet deep and 3 feet wide. The bollards should be included in the 
roadway design and installation done during road construction to reduce the cost and reduce 
constructability issues.  

b. Dynamic bollards can come in powered automatic lift and assisted lift utilizing a key to unlock. 
4. Initial Capital Cost Estimates 

a. It is estimated that dynamic bollard costs range between $2,000 to $6,000 per bollard, with 
installation cost based upon the total number of bollards to be installed.  

5. Ongoing Annual Maintenance Estimates   
a. Dynamic bollards should be kept clean of sand and debris to reduce the likelihood of debris 

falling down gaps around bollards that could cause issues in the future. Routine lubrication of 
bollards is advised to reduce friction and improve operations. If issues arise, removing and 
cleaning out the bollard shaft may be needed. 

b. The operation and maintenance of these bollards is best suited to the DOT (Cobb and/or 
GDOT). It is estimated that annual operations and maintenance costs will be between 5% and 
8% of the overall cost. 

6. Stakeholder Engagement  
a. Cobb County will need to be consulted during the planning, design, and operations and 

maintenance development process to allow guidance with overall design and functionality. 
Signage could be used to notify the driving public that the road is closed when this application is 
in use. If traffic signals are adjacent to the dynamic roadway area, the timing plans will need to 
be designed to work with the current roadway usage. Supplemental information should also be 
coordinated with other third party platforms, such as Waze, to provide details on roadway 
changes.  
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b. Local businesses and residents will also 
need to be notified during the 
design/planning phase of the possibility 
that the roadway will be closed during 
certain events. This could be completed 
via additional signage in the area or using 
other methods of community outreach. 

c. The bollards should only be deployed for 
prior planned events, and local 
stakeholders should be notified in 
advance to ensure they are aware of the 
roadway be closed to vehicles. There 
needs to be supplemental signage to 
notify that the road is closed, this can be 
done with blank out signs installed at the 
signals. 

7. Future Proofing Considerations  
a. The CID could choose between electronic 

or manual bollards depending on the 
needs for the area. Manually operated 
bollards have less items that could 
malfunction over the life of the product, 
but an electronic bollard would have the 
potential to be connected to other systems 
and assets in the future. 

8. User Groups Supported  
a. Shoppers 
b. Residents 
c. KSU Students  
d. Workers  

9. Goals and Objectives Supported 
a. User Experience  
b. Walkable Environment  
c. Safety Centered Solutions 

10. Summary 
a. The implementation of dynamic roadway bollards would be in alignment with the identified study 

goals and objectives. Key considerations would be early and on-going coordination with the 
traffic analysis and roadway designers to ensure that bollard requirements are included in the 
roadway design. Additionally, the extents of a dynamic roadway will need input from Cobb 
County DOT. 

  

Figure 2 Bollards at Truist Park 
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3.3 ELECTRIC VEHICLE (EV) CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE 

11. General Description and List of Vendors 
a. EV charging stations are site specific locations that allow electric vehicle users to charge their 

vehicles, effectively replacing the traditional gas station pump. EV chargers vary in the rate at 
which a charge is delivered to the battery inside the car.  

b. EV manufacturers started with Alternating Current (AC) charging to reduce the cost of the 
infrastructure. AC chargers have 
limitations because it does require an 
onboard charger on the vehicle which 
is limiting the battery capacity because 
of the additional weight on the vehicle. 
DC chargers provide more power and 
charging rates can go up 50kW to 
3MW for a charging station. Deploying 
a DC fast charger is expensive when 
compared to AC fast charger. 
However, this type of charger reduces 
range anxiety and the time to charge 
an EV. With technology advancement, 
DC fast charging time is getting closer 
and closer to that of fueling an ICE 
(Internal Combustion Engine) vehicle 
tank. 

c. There are currently three technical options for EV charging infrastructures:  
i. Option 1: Plug- in charger 
A plug-in charger is the most common technology used in the industry. Plug-in chargers are a 
technology which is using a cord to plug an EV to the charger. 

Pro (+) Con (-) 

 Mature technology 

 Minimal cost  

 Longer operation of the battery  

 Require someone to plug and unplug  

 Lengthy charge times depending on the 
charger power output   

 User required to own the plug in 
charger 

 
ii. Option 2: Pantograph charger 

A pantograph charger uses a mechanized (hands free) conductive power transfer system. This 
technology is primarily for heavy duty applications.  

Pro (+) Con (-) 

 Mature technology  

 Fast charge times 

 Automatized 

 Can reduce the battery pack and 
weight on the vehicle 

 High cost  

 Potential for utility substation upgrades 

 
iii. Option 3: Inductive charger  

Figure 3 Sample EV Chargers 
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An inductive or wireless charger uses an electromagnetic field to transfer energy between two 
inductive coils of wire.  
 

Pro (+) Con (-) 

 Minimal space constraint 

 Automatized 

 No standards established 

 Added weight to the EV  

 High cost  

 Experience is minimal  

 Two suppliers in the U.S. 

d. EV chargers are classified into three different categories: 
i. Level 1:  

1. Basic charger (1.3kW) used mainly in residential locations using existing electrical 
plugs. This technology is more suitable for PHEV (Plug-In Hybrid Vehicles). Time to 
charge is between 30-50 hours to full charge a vehicle which depends on the vehicle 
efficiency and onboard battery size.  

ii. Level 2:  
1. Basic commercial charger (7-19kW) can charge EV vehicle in 4-10 hours. 

iii. Level 3 (DC Fast Charger 50-350kW): 
1.  Larger charger that converts AC power to DC and uses much higher voltage to charge 

vehicles in 20min-1hr. 
e. The site determination of where to place EV chargers should review existing travel patterns, 

adequate space for charging infrastructure and other potential upgrades (ADA compliant), 
proximity to existing power service and current and future consumer demand. 

f. Consideration should be made to ensure user safety via appropriate lighting for charging at night 
and electrical capacity at the proposed site.  

g. An emergency operating plan with back up storage should be considered when deploying EV 
infrastructure during a power outage. 

h. There are many vendors offering one or all of the typical types of chargers. List of potential 
vendors include: 

i. Charge Point 
ii. BTC Power 
iii. ABB 
iv. Heliox 
v. EFacec 
vi. Siemens  
vii. Tritium 
viii. Proterra 
ix. Tesla 
x. InductEV  
xi. Wave 

i. For EV infrastructure projects that are using federal funds, consideration should be given to 
charging manufacturers that are in compliance with Buy America. 

j. Some charger manufacturers are also offering a containerized fleet charging solution which can 
go up to 3-million megawatts. This is a good option to reduce the total infrastructure footprint of 
EV chargers up to 40%. 

k. Charging as a service removes the burden of ownership and maintenance, and is another option 
offered in the EV market. List of potential operators include: 

i. EV Connect  
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ii. Amply Power 
iii. EVGo 
iv. Electrify America  
v. Volta (grocery, stadium, shopping mall, movie theater, city parking applications) 

12. Estimated Implementation Timeline  
a. The type of charger installed will dictate the implementation schedule. However, it is estimated 

that utility coordination, design, permitting, and approvals could take 9-15 months with ordering, 
delivery and install estimated to take 3-6 months. 

13. Physical footprint requirements/needs  
a. EV chargers can be installed in existing parking lots by converting existing parking spaces to EV 

charging locations. Consideration should be given to the power feed location, so that running 
power to the parking spot can be minimal to reduce the impact to the pavement and other 
infrastructure. Inductive charging technology has the necessary DCFC power charging rate 
combined with the smallest footprint in the market. 

b. Per the National Electric Vehicle Infrastructure (NEVI) Program requirements, charging locations 
using federal funds will need a minimum number of 4 *150kW DC fast chargers, with supporting 
infrastructure to meet ADA requirements and additional pull-through capability for vehicles 
pulling trailers or RV campers. These chargers are to be located at 50 mile spacing, 1 mile off 
the interstate. Its likely that Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) will focus on 
Interstate and State Route EV charging locations first, with the local jurisdictions to be 
responsible for installation on local roads or private property. Consideration should be given to 
disadvantage communities when deploying EV infrastructure from the NEVI guidance as there is 
a Justice40 requirement in the guidance. 

c. Currently, the GDOT NEVI plan has proposed one site along Barrett Parkway, west of I-75. 
14. Initial Capital Cost Estimates 

a. The estimated cost will vary depending on the charger type that is being installed and whether 
the power connection is relatively close to the final location. The cost estimates per charger 
below assume there is not a significant distance required to run power or upgrade an existing 
power substation. The prices listed below are the physical end product only.  

i. Level 1: $0.4-2k 
ii. Level 2: $2.5-8k 
iii. Level 3: $20-150k 
iv. This high-level cost which does not take into consideration the additional costs to deploy 

charging infrastructure which are the costs associated to: 5 years of networking & potential 
extended warranty, design, construction and installation, utility upgrades, project 
management, credit card reader, shipping, and taxes etc. 

b. It is likely that MPOs will be able to apply for and receive funding from the NEVI program. In 
reviewing other preliminary plans for other states (Texas), MPO funding is calculated using the 
following attributes: 2020 Population, 2020 Vehicle Mile Traveled, Lane Miles, and EV 
Ownership.  

15. Ongoing Annual Maintenance Estimates   
a. Some companies (Charge Point and Electrify America) install and maintain chargers at a low 

initial cost and have an ongoing cost based on use of the charger. 5-years of networking and 
maintenance plans are typically between $150K to $200K per each unit considering a charging 
infrastructure that is compliant with the NEVI requirements. Additionally, these companies offer a 
5-year extended networking & maintenance plan.  

b. Georgia Power has a program that offers companies a $500 rebate on charging stations up to 
five chargers. 
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c. Georgia Power also has a Make Ready Program for large deployments where they cover all 
installation costs expect for the cost of the charger, if the site is approved by the utility company. 

d. The cost of electricity to charge vehicles will be an ongoing cost to the owner of the chargers. A 
level 2 charger at 10kW/hr with a usage of 10hr/day will use a minimum 3,000kW/month. This 
amounts to roughly $300/month per charger. 

e. Purchasing chargers that are managed or come with a maintenance and warranty contract 
would be the best way to ensure continual EV charger availability. 

f. Using a Charge Management System is another way to have real time information on charger 
usage and functionality (remoted monitoring of a EV charging site). 

16. Stakeholder Engagement  
a. Installation of EV chargers is most likely to occur at existing commercial businesses that 

experience a high demand of consumers, typically shopping for more than 20-30 minutes. 
Outreach with local businesses offers the best approach to educate the public on good charging 
habits, station locations, station usage, equipment capability, and instructions on providing 
feedback on the network. 

b. If chargers are to be installed in the public right-of-way (ROW), coordination with Cobb DOT or 
GDOT.   

17. Future Proofing Considerations  
a. Charging Ports on EVs come standard allowing them to accommodate all users. As a result, 

they will not need to be continually replaced to meet consumer needs and will experience longer 
life spans. 

b. EVs only make up 1% of registered vehicles in the US, but the numbers are growing with 5% of 
new cars being hybrid and 3% being electric. This means the need for chargers will grow over 
the years. It would be good practice to have a higher percentage of parking spaces be equipped 
with charging stations to support this future growth. The projection is that by 2030, EVs could 
make up 50% of new car purchases. 

18. User Groups Supported  
a. Shoppers 
b. Residents 
c. KSU Students  
d. Workers  

19. Goals and Objectives Supported 
a. Connected Destination  
b. User Experience  

20. Summary 
a. EV charging stations would support all user groups as well as most of the goals and objectives 

of this project. However, the physical location of the site will be the largest challenge because 
this project will be constructed solely in the public right-of-way (ROW). Additional space, such as 
on street parking, could be provided for installation of different levels of charging stations. 
Outreach with local businesses offers the best approach to educate the public on good charging 
habits, station locations, station usage, equipment capability, and instructions for providing 
feedback on the network. Cobb County and GDOT should be engaged if EV chargers are to be 
installed in the ROW. 
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3.4 INTERACTIVE KIOSK/BUS SHELTERS 

1. General Description and List of Vendors 
a. Interactive kiosks or interactive bus shelters can be used in place of traditional static message 

boards displaying information about a specific area or details regarding a bus service. Interactive 
kiosks can be used to disseminate lots of helpful information to the general public much quicker 
and more easily than static message boards. These kiosks can be used to tell what buses and/or 
shuttles are running in the area, their routes and real time arrival information, points of interest 
and hours of operations, weather, and special events in the area. Kiosks can also be used for 
advertisement of local businesses. In addition, these kiosks can be used as emergency call 
locations if needed. 

b. Cobb County Transit Service currently has two Linc routes near the project corridor, route 40 
and 45, which serve the Town Center Mall Area. Interactive bus shelters would also be a great 
addition to these existing routes in addition to the potential AV shuttle stops.  

2. Estimated Implementation Timeline  
a. The implementation of interactive kiosks or interactive bus shelters would need to be included in 

the final roadway design, to ensure adequate space is made available at specific locations. 
b. Pending the scale of the deployment, 

the estimated timeline is between 9-15 
months, after final design is completed. 

3. Physical footprint requirements/needs  
a. Kiosks and bus shelters can vary in 

size, however a typical size of 4 feet by 
3 feet is a minimum size of the physical 
structure. An additional buffer of 5 feet 
around the structure should be included 
to ensure ADA requirements are 
considered.  

b. All kiosks need to have access to a 
network to display the most up-to-date 
information and to be remotely updated. 
Power, preferably underground sourced 
power, needs to be run to each kiosk. 

c. Any potential advertisements need to be 
approved to verify they abide by all laws 
and regulations in regard to public 
advertising. 

4. Initial Capital Cost Estimates 
a. It is estimated that a kiosk costs range 

between $7,000 to $10,000K, with 
installation cost ranging based upon the 
total number of kiosks to be installed.  

5. Ongoing Annual Maintenance Estimates   
a. The operation and maintenance of 

these kiosks is best suited to be with the 
DOT (Cobb and/or GDOT) or bus 
authority. If independent kiosks are 
installed on private property, a third-
party maintenance provider should be 

Figure 4 Sample Kiosk 
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retained. It is estimated that annual operations and maintenance will be between $1,800 to 
$2,000K per year, per kiosk. 

6. Stakeholder Engagement  
a. Coordination with Cobb County DOT, GDOT and Cobb County Transit Service will be necessary 

to allow for guidance and input on site selection and operations and maintenance 
considerations.  

b. Consideration should also be given to potential laws and codes that may prohibit or limit the use 
of advertisement in the public right-of-way. 

7. Future Proofing Considerations  
a. Using an existing network connection, the kiosks will be able to continually be updated with new 

applications and software to keep up with technology changes and updates to the area. 
8. User Groups Supported  

a. Shoppers 
b. Residents 
c. KSU Students  
d. Workers  

9. Goals and Objectives Supported 
a. Connected Destination  
b. User Experience  
c. Walkable Environment  

10. Summary 
a. Interactive kiosks and bus shelters would support the identified groups of the project and provide 

an indirect connection to most of the goals and objectives. User experience would be most 
tangible for this specific technology. The location and operation and maintenance understanding 
with the various stakeholders will need to be considered to ensure the best possible experience 
for users.  
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3.5 FLIR THERMAL BIKE AND PED DETECTION 

1. General Description and List of 
Vendors 
a. Thermal imaging cameras 

provide uninterrupted 24-hour 
detection of pedestrians and 
bicyclists regardless of 
weather conditions. A thermal 
imaging camera creates a 
crisp image based on the 
temperature signatures of 
different road users. A 
thermal camera does not 
need any street lighting to 
work properly, and it is not 
blinded by direct sunlight. 
This specific product will allow 
for the automation of 
pedestrians or bicyclists without the use of physical pedestrian push buttons.  

b. Vendor: FLIR 
2. Estimated Implementation Timeline  

a. This product would be included in the final traffic signal design plans in place of, or in addition to, 
pedestrian pushbuttons. It's estimated that this product could be requested and installed over a 
2-4 month period, after final signal design is completed.   

b. It is recommended to install these units in conjunction with the standard ped push button to have 
redundancy, at least initially, to allow for pedestrians to know that a request was made to the 
signal, but this is not required. 

3. Physical footprint requirements/needs  
a. This piece of equipment would be installed on a proposed or existing traffic pole. A single unit 

would be necessary for each crosswalk at an intersection. The unit would be installed 
approximately 15-20 feet above the roadway surface.  

4. Initial Capital Cost Estimates 
a. Current estimates have this product at $3,000 to $5,000 per unit/crosswalk. This range includes 

both the device and other equipment needed for installation, which may vary pending the type of 
pole and other installation needs.  

5. Ongoing Annual Maintenance Estimates   
a. The operation and maintenance of these units is best suited to be with the DOT (Cobb and/or 

GDOT). Each unit has its own IP address and can be checked remotely for functionality. It is 
estimated that annual operations and maintenance costs will be between 5% and 8% of the 
overall capital cost with the total number of units dictating the final cost. 

b. Units should be maintained on a regular recurring preventive maintenance (PM) schedule while 
doing other aerial PM work at the intersection.  

6. Stakeholder Engagement  
a. Coordination with Cobb County DOT and GDOT will be necessary to allow for guidance and 

input on final placement, operations and maintenance considerations.  
7. Future Proofing Considerations  

Figure 5 FLIR Thermal Imaging for Pedestrians 
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a. Each unit connects to an existing network making them accessible to a WiFi connection, 
allowing the infrared camera to be viewed remotely to update detection zones and verify 
functionality. 

b. This platform will allow you to identify heavy pedestrian crossings and, in return, focus on these 
areas for future improvements or changes to the infrastructure to meet a potential demand. 

8. User Groups Supported  
a. Shoppers 
b. Residents 
c. KSU Students  
d. Workers  

9. Goals and Objectives Supported 
a. Connected Destination  
b. User Experience  
c. Walkable Environment  
d. Safety Centered solutions  

10. Summary 
a. Installation of automated bike and pedestrian detection would support the identified project goals 

and objectives. It is recommended to install these units in conjunction with the standard ped 
push button to have redundancy, at least initially, to allow for pedestrians to know that a request 
was made to the signal, but this is not required. 

b. This product is already familiar with Cobb DOT, allowing for stakeholder support.  
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3.6 GRIDSMART DETECTION  

1. General Description and List of Vendors 
a. GRIDSMART is a fisheye camera that provides 360-degree coverage at an intersection for 

vehicle detection and back-end analytics. This solution gathers and interprets vital traffic data, 
empowers traffic professionals to adjust signal timing and traffic flow strategies, and enables 
real-time monitoring and visual assessment. These units are remotely accessible and 
configurable to reduce the amount of time in the field. The single unit design can save money 
and be installed more quickly than standard video detection. The back-end analytics allows for 
vehicle data collection of intersections that could be used for signal timing enhancements and 
support other analysis needs.  

b. Vendor 
i. GridSmart via Utilicom (local vendor in GA) 

2. Estimated Implementation Timeline  
a. This product would be included in the final traffic signal design plans in place of detection loops 

or video detection. It’s estimated this product could be requested and installed over a 2-4 month 
period, after detailed signal design was completed. 

3. Physical footprint requirements/needs  
a. This piece of equipment would be installed on a proposed or existing traffic pole. A single unit 

would be necessary for each intersection. In some instances, larger intersections may require 
more than one unit to ensure adequate coverage. The device utilizes a Power over Ethernet 
(PoE) connection and would need to be installed no more than ~320 feet from the signal cabinet.  

4. Initial Capital Cost Estimates 
a. Current estimates have this product at $14,000 per unit, including software.  

5. Ongoing Annual Maintenance Estimates   
a. The operation and maintenance of these units is best suited to be with the DOT (Cobb and/or 

GDOT). Each unit also uses its own IP address, if connected to an existing network and can be 
checked remotely for functionality. It is estimated that annual operations and maintenance costs 
will be between 5% and 8% of the overall capital cost with the total number of units dictating the 
final cost. 

b. Units should be maintained on a regular recurring preventive maintenance (PM) schedule while 
doing other aerial PM work at the intersection.  

6. Stakeholder Engagement  
a. Coordination with Cobb County DOT and GDOT will be necessary to allow for guidance and 

input on final placement, operations and maintenance considerations.  
7. Future Proofing Considerations  

a. The camera unit is IP addressable so it can be updated with new features as they become 
available from the vendor. This allows for continual detection while still being able to update the 
unit with the most up to date software. 

8. User Groups Supported  
a. Shoppers 
b. Residents 
c. KSU Students  
d. Workers  

9. Goals and Objectives Supported 
a. Connected Destination  
b. Diverse and Flexible 
c. Safety Centered Solutions  

10. Summary 
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a. Installation of GRIDSmart detection would support all of the project goals and objectives. This 
product is already installed inside of Cobb County, allowing for stakeholder support for these 
devices along the project corridor. 

  

Figure 6 GridSmart Visual Interface 
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3.7 APPLIED INFORMATION PREEMPT AND PRIORITY UNIT/TRAVEL SAFELY 
APPLICATION 

1. General Description and List of Vendors 
a. This is an Internet of Things (IoT) style device that provides real time monitoring of traffic signal 

cabinet conditions (door open, temperature, humidity, signal in flash, power monitoring and 
others). Additionally, the device provides the Glance remote monitoring platform, cellular 
communications, priority and preemption capabilities (Figure 8 shows the process that the 
application implements preemption), and the ability to broadcast connected vehicle (CV) 
messages in dedicated short-range communication (DSRC), vehicle to everything (V2X) and 
cellular communication.  

b. The Travel Safely App can broadcast signal data to any mobile phone using the app. Mobile 
phone users can set up alerts in the app: red light running, emergency vehicle approaching, bike 
and ped alerts, and many more. 

c. Vendors 
i. Applied Information 

2. Estimated Implementation Timeline  
a. It’s estimated that this product could be requested and installed over a 3-6 month period.   

3. Physical footprint requirements/needs  
The unit’s overall size is very small and would fit inside a standard cabinet, not requiring 
additional space. Devices installed on proposed or existing signal poles are not much larger than 
a traditional radar unit or CCTV.  

4. Initial Capital Cost Estimates 
a. Current estimates have this product at $6,000 – $8,000 per intersection.  
b. The Travel Safely Application is at no cost to the agency or users.  

5. Ongoing Annual Maintenance Estimates   
a. The operation and maintenance of these units is best suited to be with the DOT (Cobb and/or 

GDOT). Currently, the units come with a 5-year warranty that includes complete replacement 
and upgrades over the life of the product.  

b. The warranty can be extended to 10 years if desired at the time of purchase. This can also be 
added later to extend the equipment upkeep. The units would be replaced at no cost if 
malfunction occurs during the warranty period. 

6. Stakeholder Engagement  
a. This technology is currently deployed at 125 intersections in Cobb County. Coordination with 

Cobb County DOT and GDOT would still be necessary to allow for guidance and input on final 
placement, operations and maintenance considerations, including lessons learned from current 
deployments.  

b. The Glance platform is also used at all school beacons on State Routes throughout the state. 
c. Supplemental outreach to the surrounding businesses and residences would be beneficial to 

educate potential users on the safety benefits of this application that is deployed along the 
corridor.  

7. Future Proofing Considerations  
a. The Glance product is built on a modular plug and play platform, meaning that if a new 

advancement is made they are able to switch out the older radio and plug in the new one with 
the proper software upgrades. This is all included in the warranty with the product. 

8. User Groups Supported  
a. Shoppers 
b. Residents 
c. KSU Students  
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d. Workers  
9. Goals and Objectives Supported 

a. Connected Destination  
b. User Experience  
c. Diverse and Flexible  
d. Walkable Environment  
e. Safety Centered Solutions  

10. Summary 
a. Inclusion of the preempt and priority units, in addition to the Travel Safely application, would 

meet the identified the projects goals and objectives. Outreach to the surrounding area will be 
critical to making the use of the application and the corridor a success. Even though this product 
is deployed throughout the county and state, coordination with Cobb DOT would be beneficial to 
obtain buy-in on the deployment of these units and explore lessons learned.    

  

Figure 7 Glance Preemption 
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3.8 BRIGHTLIFE 

1. General Description and List of Vendors 
a. BRIGHTLIFE starts with Lumca’s Smart Pole, a next-

generation streetlight that offers a wide range of 
security, communication and charging systems to 
connect citizens to services. Featuring a modern and 
sleek design, the Smart Pole can blend in 
seamlessly within any urban landscape. 

b. These traditional looking LED streetlights include 
additional sensors that allow for back-end analytical 
features pulling from field sensors such as cameras, 
remote light controls, motion sensors, projector, WIFI 
hot spot, multi-charging station, emergency button, 
and 5G ready capabilities.  

c. Brightlife utilizes Dimonoff SCMS visual interface 
with Google maps to show poles status and to 
control the lights and to push messages to the digital 
signs. 

d. Vendor 
i. BRIGHTLIFE 

2. Estimated Implementation Timeline  
a. 1-3 months for development of pole implementation 

plan and needs 
b. 9-12 months for delivery depending on the accessary 

chosen. (The lead time for standard metal poles is in 
this range as well) 

3. Physical footprint requirements/needs  
a. Approximate base dimensions are 24” wide X 18” long X 31” tall. Physical poles can be built to 

different heights for the applicable area and hardware. 
4. Initial Capital Cost Estimates 

a. The cost for the pole depends on the extra hardware and applications requested. 
b. Costs range between $5,000-$50,000(Fully Loaded) 

5. Ongoing Annual Maintenance Estimates   
a. $500-$1,200 per pole, per year, for software and upkeep. 

6. Stakeholder Engagement  
a. Coordination with Cobb County DOT and GDOT will be necessary to allow for guidance and 

input on final placement, operations and maintenance considerations. 
b. Supplemental coordination with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) may be necessary 

pending the final height of units and location to adjacent airports (Cobb County International).  
7. Future Proofing Considerations  

a. The unit's open communication format design allows for updates and use as new applications 
are developed. The pole also comes with rails to allow for new sensors or hardware to be 
installed if new devices are to be considered.  

8. User Groups Supported  
a. Shoppers 
b. Residents 
c. KSU Students  
d. Workers  

Figure 8 Brightlife Smart Pole 
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9. Goals and Objectives Supported 
a. Connected Destination  
b. User Experience  
c. Diverse and Flexible 
d. Walkable Environment  
e. Safety Centered Solutions  

10. Summary 
a. Deployment of the BrightLife product will support the identified project goals and objectives. 

Because lighting is a traditional element of roadway projects, inclusion of this smart pole will 
allow this corridor to be enhanced for future applications, while providing conventional lighting to 
the corridor. Additional coordination may be necessary with FAA and local airports given the 
height of these types of devices, but this is not uncommon for projects installing high mast 
lighting.  
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3.9 PAVEGEN 

1. General Description and List of Vendors 

a. This solution is a power-generating walking surface that collects data and powers interactive 
objects nearby like USB chargers on benches, lighting around the path, green walls, and data 
screens. The Pavegen solution replaces a portion of a walking area with tiles which have small 
generators underneath to turn footsteps into power and data. 

b. Vendor: Pavegen  

2. Estimated Implementation Timeline  
a. 6-12 months 

3. Physical footprint requirements/needs  

a. The size of the deployment is customizable to fit the need of the area. Greater clearing area 
would be preferred to accommodate other technologies working alongside Pavegen such as 
screens, kiosks, benches, or lighting. The system will replace the flooring or sidewalk and will 
need to have the technology stored underground. It should be noted that underground utilities 
could conflict with the product.  

4. Initial Capital Cost Estimates 
a. The capital costs have been broken down as follows: 

i. Pavegen with USB Charging via benches 
1. 50sqft: $55k 
2. 200sqft: $150k 

ii. Pavegen with Lighting  
1. 50sqft: $45k 
2. 200sqft: $145k 

iii. Pavegen with Green Walls 
1. 50sqft: $40k 
2. 200sqft: $145k 

iv. Pavegen with Data Screens 
1. 50sqft: $40k 
2. 200sqft: $145k 

5. Ongoing Annual Maintenance Estimates   
a. It’s likely that the vendor will provide O&M services for this product.  

6. Stakeholder Engagement  
a. If Cobb County DOT is the maintenance agency for these assets, coordination with the county 

should be completed. Pending on the final placement, adjacent to bus shelter etc., coordination 
with Cobb County Transit Service may be beneficial.  

7. Future Proofing Considerations  
a. This product is very much user-centric and futuristic in nature and could assist with sparking 

interest in other sustainable type solutions. The system can be connected to batteries to store 
power for use during the night.  

8. User Groups Supported  
a. Shoppers 
b. Residents 
c. KSU Students  
d. Workers  

9. Goals and Objectives Supported 
a. Extended Play 
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b. Connected Destination  
c. User Experience  
d. Diverse and Flexible 
e. Walkable Environment  

10. Summary 
a. The installation of a “smart sidewalk” would be a unique asset to the proposed project. All of the 

project goals and objectives would be achieved through this solution. The product cost would 
need to be weighed with overall return on investment/benefit before final selection is made.  

 

Figure 9 Pavegen Sample Use Case 
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LIST OF LINKS 

Automated Vehicle Shuttle 
 Levels of automation: https://www.synopsys.com/automotive/autonomous-driving-levels.html  
 Navya: https://navya.tech/en/ 
 Easy Mile: https://easymile.com/ 
 2GetThere: https://www.2getthere.eu/ 
 Coast Autonomous: https://www.coastautonomous.com/ 
 May Mobility: https://maymobility.com/ 
 Transdev: https://transdevna.com/ 
 Apollo: https://developer.apollo.auto/ 
 Ohmio: https://ohmio.com/ 
 e Go Moove: https://www.moove.biz/ 

Dynamic Roadway Bollards 
 1-800-Bollards: https://www.1800bollards.com/product-category/retractable-bollards/assisted-

lift-manual-retractable-bollards-stainless-steel/ 
 Ameristar: https://www.ameristarperimeter.com/us/en/products/security-

bollards/titan?gclid=Cj0KCQjw8O-
VBhCpARIsACMvVLNQysKLZyvOHF3bsVGObIH9BHOVR_LW1plA8vQrjx06T9bpi_H9tM
caAmIXEALw_wcB 

 Blockaides: https://blockaides.com/ 
 Fadini: https://www.geran.nl/verkeerspalen/bollards/ 
 Reliance Foundry: https://www.reliance-foundry.com/ 

EV Charging Infrastructure 
 Charge Point: https://www.chargepoint.com/ 
 BTC Power: https://www.btcpower.com/ 
 ABB: https://new.abb.com/ev-charging 
 Heliox: https://us.heliox-energy.com/ 
 EFacec: https://www.efacec.pt/en/ 
 Siemens: https://new.siemens.com/global/en/products/energy/medium-

voltage/solutions/emobility.html?acz=1&gclid=CjwKCAjwzeqVBhAoEiwAOrEmzX2IqG0I6d5
B7OujW87lcHdEjDEd1dP6_jP7CLmbY8IYL_JrquohsRoCvV8QAvD_BwE 

 Tritium: https://tritiumcharging.com/ 
 Proterra: https://www.proterra.com/ 
 Tesla: https://www.tesla.com/supercharger 
 InductEV: https://inductev.io/ 
 Wave: https://waveipt.com/ 

Charging as a service 

 EV Connect: https://www.evconnect.com/ 
 Amply Power: https://amplypower.com/ 
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 EVgo: 
https://www.evgo.com/?https://www.evgo.com/&gclid=CjwKCAjwzeqVBhAoEiwAOrEmzavK
VylEsYjKwaCX6ZaSzs1hhTwsIbds2a5Maores4Ymftl9NWQTKBoC-IgQAvD_BwE 

 Electrify America: https://www.electrifyamerica.com/ 
 Volta: https://voltacharging.com/ 

Programs 

 Texas DOT EV Plan: https://ftp.txdot.gov/pub/txdot/get-
involved/statewide/EV%20Charging%20Plan/TexasElectricVehicleChargingPlan.pdf 

 Georgia Power Rebate Plan: https://www.georgiapower.com/business/products-
programs/business-solutions/electric-transportation-business-programs/ev-charging-for-
business.html 

 Georgia Power Make Ready Program: https://www.georgiapower.com/business/products-
programs/business-solutions/electric-transportation-business-programs/make-ready.html 

 GDOT NEVI Plan 

Other Technologies 
 FLIR Infrared Ped/Bike Detection: https://www.flir.com/discover/traffic/urban/pedestrian-and-

bicyclist-detection-with-thermal-imaging-cameras/ 
 GridSmart Vehicle Detection: https://gridsmart.com/ 
 AI Glance Priority and Preempt: https://appinfoinc.com/ 
 BRIGHTLIFE Smart Pole: https://www.brightlifebylumca.com/products/ 
 Pavegen Power Generating Sidewalk: https://www.pavegen.com/ 
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Traffic Analysis Memo

The Town Center Community Improvement District (Town Center CID) is investigating a strategic 
east-west connection across I-75 between Barrett Parkway and Big Shanty Road.  Redevelopment 
opportunities at the Town Center Mall and the Cobb Place retail center promote the location for this 
new connection. This traffic analysis memo summarizes the key activities performed to assess the 
effects the new connection is expected to have on traffic in the area. The key activities performed 
include traffic count data collection, growth rate development, traffic shift calculations, and traffic 
analysis.

1. TRAFFIC COUNT DATA COLLECTION

Study area traffic counts were collected on Wednesday, March 2, 2022, and Thursday, March 3, 
2022. Figure 1-1 provides a map of the count data collection coverage. On Wednesday, March 2, 
2022, 6-hour turning movement counts (TMCs) were collected from 7:00 am to 10:00 am and 4:00 
pm to 7:00 pm at four key intersections. 48-hour bi-directional counts with classification were 
collected on six intersection approaches on Wednesday, March 2, 2022, and Thursday, March 3, 
2022. Copies of the raw traffic count data are in Appendix A.

The existing year (2022) Design Hourly Volumes (DHVs) and truck percentages for the four study 
intersections were developed from the raw TMCs by applying the applicable GDOT monthly and 
daily traffic factors. The peak hours were determined to be 8:00 – 9:00 AM and 5:00 – 6:00 PM.  

FIGURE 1-1. TRAFFIC COUNT LOCATIONS
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2. GROWTH RATE DEVELOPMENT

An analysis was completed to determine the annual background traffic growth rate expected for the 
study area in order to project the future year traffic volumes. Four sources were considered as part 
of the traffic growth rate analysis: historic Census County population data, County population 
projections from the Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget, the Atlanta Regional Commission 
(ARC) Travel Demand Model (TDM), and GDOT historic traffic counts from the TADA database. The 
raw data included in the growth rate calculation is provided in Appendix B. The annual growth 
rates determined from the four data sources as well as the overall average annual traffic growth 
rate are summarized in Table 2-1. The average annual growth rate of 1.18 percent was applied to 
the Existing Year 2022 traffic volumes to project the Year 2032 No-Build traffic volumes.

Table 2-1. Growth Rate Summary

Census Population Data 25% 1.08%

Population Projections 25% 0.74%

ARC Travel Demand Model 25% 0.65%

GDOT TADA Stations 25% 2.25%

Average Annual Growth Rate 1.18%

3. STREETLIGHT ANALYSIS

Origin-destination (OD) data from StreetLight Data was used to gain an understanding of the 
existing traffic patterns within the study area and to predict the shift in traffic expected to be 
induced by the new connection.

3.1 ORIGIN-DESTINATION ANALYSIS

Ten zone locations were created across the major Town Center Mall access points, the major Cobb 
Place retail area access points, and either end of Ernest W Barrett Parkway NW (east of the Town 
Center Mall area and west of the Cobb Place retail area). These ten zones were used to complete the 
StreetLight OD analysis and their locations are identified in Figure 3-1. The StreetLight OD analysis 
referenced historic travel data from March, April, September, and October 2019 for Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays, and Thursdays.
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Figure 3-1. StreetLight Data Zone Locations

Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 present the StreetLight Data origin-destination (OD) matrices for travel 
between the ten zones for the AM and PM peak hours, respectively. The trips summarized in Table 
3-1 and Table 3-2 are the projected Year 2032 trips, which were grown from the Existing Year 2022 
trips by the annual growth rate of 1.18 percent. The directional attribute assigned to each zone 
origin and each zone destination was selected in a manner that allows the identification of OD pairs 
with routings that involve crossing from one side of I-75 to the other via either Ernest W Barrett 
Parkway NW or Big Shanty Road NW. Vehicles currently using these routes under the existing 
conditions are expected to benefit from shifting their routes to use the new connection roadway in 
the build condition. Within the matrix tables in Table 3-1 and Table 3-2, the green colored cells 
identify the OD pairs expected to use the new connection roadway and the grey colored cells 
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identify the OD pairs that are either not benefitted by the new connection roadway or are not 
possible.

Table 3-2. Projected Year 2032 AM Peak Hour Origin-Destination Matrix
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Zone 2 – George Busbee Pkwy (S) SB 0 0 9 0 1 0 0 0 54 44

Zone 3 – Cobb Pl Blvd NW SB 0 7 0 0 1 0 0 1 12 30

Zone 4 – Cobb Pl Pkwy SB 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 26 3 

Zone 5 – Barrett Lakes Blvd (S) SB 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 186 15

Zone 6 – Hidden Forest Ct NB 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 6 1 0 

Zone 7 – George Busbee Pkwy (N) NB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 1 0 

Zone 8 – Barrett Lakes Blvd (N) NB 0 0 0 0 0 1 28 0 0 0 

Zone 9 - Barrett Pkwy (E) EB 17 127 39 68 385 2 13 1 0 921

Zone 10 – Barrett Pkwy (W) WB 88 32 119 3 37 0 0 2 722 0 

NB = Northbound, SB = Southbound, EB = Eastbound, WB = Westbound
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Table 3-3. Projected Year 2032 PM Peak Hour Origin-Destination Matrix
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Zone 1 – Mall Blvd SB 0 3 10 3 2 1 0 0 82 226

Zone 2 – George Busbee Pkwy (S) SB 2 0 39 9 7 1 0 1 195 86

Zone 3 – Cobb Pl Blvd NW SB 11 58 0 2 4 0 0 0 40 222

Zone 4 – Cobb Pl Pkwy SB 1 8 2 0 4 1 0 0 55 22

Zone 5 – Barrett Lakes Blvd (S) SB 1 6 6 7 0 0 0 0 487 43

Zone 6 – Hidden Forest Ct NB 1 0 1 0 0 0 8 12 6 1

Zone 7 – George Busbee Pkwy (N) NB 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 94 24 3 

Zone 8 – Barrett Lakes Blvd (N) NB 0 0 1 0 0 11 44 0 6 4

Zone 9 - Barrett Pkwy (E) EB 52 222 104 174 470 3 8 1 0 869

Zone 10 – Barrett Pkwy (W) WB 408 194 142 22 24 1 0 7 814 0

NB = Northbound, SB = Southbound, EB = Eastbound, WB = Westbound

3.2 TRAFFIC SHIFT CALCULATIONS

For each OD pair expected to utilize the new connection roadway, No-Build and Build route paths 
through the study area network were assumed using shortest paths and engineering judgement 
where necessary. To calculate the Year 2032 Build from the Year 2032 No-Build traffic volumes, 
vehicles were subtracted from their old, No-Build route paths and added to their new, Build route 
paths through the study area network. The total Year 2032 traffic volumes expected to use the new 
connection in the Build condition are 244 eastbound/247 westbound vehicles during the AM peak 
hour and 714 eastbound/651 westbound vehicles during the PM peak hour.

4. TRAFFIC ANALYSIS

A quantitative operational analysis was completed for vehicular traffic for the Existing Year 2022, 
Future Year 2032 No-Build, and Future Year 2032 Build scenarios. A qualitative assessment of 
current and expected pedestrian and bicycle operations was also completed.
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4.1 VEHICULAR TRAFFIC ANALYSIS

The vehicular traffic analysis was completed for the study area intersections using Synchro 10 
software. The locations and numbering of the study area intersections, the approximate alignment 
of the new connection roadway, and the assumed traffic routes between the new connection 
roadway and Ernest W Barrett Parkway are identified in Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1. Traffic Analysis Intersections

The Existing Year 2022 and Future Year 2032 No-Build scenarios were modeled for the four 
intersections where TMCs were collected (intersections 1-4) plus the adjacent intersection of Cobb 
Place Lane NW at Cobb Place Boulevard NW (intersection 5). Traffic volume assumptions were 
made for intersection 5 based on the traffic counts collected at the adjacent intersection 2. The 
Future Year 2032 Build scenario was modeled for the five existing intersections plus the two new 
intersections created on either end of the new connection roadway.

Under existing year conditions, the intersections of Home Center Drive/Cobb Place Parkway at 
Ernest W Barrett Parkway NW (intersection 1), Driveway/Town Center Access Road NW at George 
Busbee Parkway NW (intersection 3), Town Center Drive at George Busbee Parkway NW 
(intersection 4), and Cobb Place Lane NW at Cobb Place Boulevard NW (intersection 5) are 
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currently signalized, and the intersection of Cobb Place Parkway/Driveway at Cobb Place 
Boulevard NW (intersection 2) is currently unsignalized. These traffic control types were also 
maintained in the Future Year 2032 No-Build scenario traffic models.

In the Future Year 2032 Build scenario, it was determined that the newly created intersection of 
George Busbee Pkwy NW at the new connection roadway (intersection 7) would need to be 
signalized while the newly created intersection of Cobb Place Lane at the new connection roadway 
(intersection 6) could be two-way stop-controlled. However, to accommodate the high number of 
westbound left-turning vehicles at intersection 6, particularly during the PM peak, it is 
recommended that the northbound and southbound approaches be stop-controlled while the 
eastbound and westbound approaches are free. Additionally, due to the increased traffic volumes 
added to the intersection of Cobb Place Parkway/Driveway at Cobb Place Boulevard NW 
(intersection 2) under the Build scenario, it was determined that signalization will be needed at this 
intersection and that a short northbound right-turn lane with an overlap phase may be needed to 
accommodate the high number of right-turning vehicles, particularly in the PM peak. Due to the 
limited scope of this traffic study, further study is recommended to investigate the signalization of 
the Cobb Place Parkway/Driveway at Cobb Place Boulevard NW intersection. Alterations to this 
intersection would also require additional coordination because Cobb Place Parkway is a private 
roadway. 

Intersection delay and level of service (LOS) was measured for the AM and PM peak hours for the 
Existing Year 2022, Year 2032 No-Build, and Year 2032 Build scenarios. The Highway Capacity 
Manual 6th Edition methodologies were followed to measure the intersection delays and LOS’s. 
Table 4-1 through Table 4-3 summarize the AM and PM peak hour intersection LOS and delay for 
the study intersections for the Existing Year 2022, Future Year 2032 No-Build, and Future Year 
2032 Build scenarios, respectively.

Table 4-1. Existing Year 2022 Intersection LOS & Delay

Intersection 
Number

Intersection Name Control Type
LOS & Delay (sec/veh)

AM Peak PM Peak

1 Home Center Dr/Cobb PI Pkwy at 
Ernest W Barrett Pkwy NW Signalized A (3.2) A (6.2)

2 Cobb PI Pkwy/Driveway at Cobb PI 
Blvd NW Unsignalized A (1.6) A (4.2)

3 Driveway/Town Center Access Rd 
at George Busbee Pkwy NW Signalized A (6.3) B (12.7)

4 George Busbee Pkwy NW at Town 
Center Dr Signalized A (2.8) A (2.9)

5 Cobb Pl Ln NW @ Cobb Pl Blvd NW Signalized A (2.3) B (10.1)
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Table 4-2. Future Year 2032 No-Build Intersection LOS & Delay

Intersection 
Number

Intersection Name Control Type
LOS & Delay (sec/veh)

AM Peak PM Peak

1 Home Center Dr/Cobb PI Pkwy at 
Ernest W Barrett Pkwy NW Signalized A (3.6) A (7.9)

2 Cobb PI Pkwy/Driveway at Cobb PI 
Blvd NW Unsignalized A (1.6) A (6.5)

3 Driveway/Town Center Access Rd 
at George Busbee Pkwy NW Signalized A (6.2) B (14.1)

4 George Busbee Pkwy NW at Town 
Center Dr Signalized A (2.7) A (2.5)

5 Cobb Pl Ln NW @ Cobb Pl Blvd NW Signalized A (2.8) A (7.9)

Table 4-3. Future Year 2032 Build Intersection LOS & Delay

Intersection 
Number

Intersection Name Control Type
LOS & Delay (sec/veh)

AM Peak PM Peak

1 Home Center Dr/Cobb PI Pkwy at 
Ernest W Barrett Pkwy NW Signalized A (4.9) B (17.2)

2 Cobb PI Pkwy/Driveway at Cobb PI 
Blvd NW Signalized C (22.8) C (27.5)

3 Driveway/Town Center Access Rd 
at George Busbee Pkwy NW Signalized A (4.6) B (10.8)

4 George Busbee Pkwy NW at Town 
Center Dr Signalized A (3.6) A (3.3)

5 Cobb Pl Ln NW @ Cobb Pl Blvd NW Signalized B (13.5) B (19.3)

6 Cobb Pl Ln NW @ New Connection Unsignalized A (9.3) C (15.5)

7 George Busbee Pkwy @ New 
Connection Signalized B (12.6) C (24.2)

The Synchro analysis results show that all study intersections are currently performing at LOS A or 
LOS B conditions during both peak hours under Existing Year 2022 conditions and are projected to 
remain at those LOS’s under the Future Year 2032 No-Build conditions. Future

As discussed previously, the new connection is expected to be used by a total of 244 eastbound/247 
westbound vehicles during the AM peak hour and a total of 714 eastbound/651 westbound vehicles 
during the PM peak hour in the Future Year 2032 Build condition. With these increased volumes, 
the intersection of Cobb Place Parkway/new connection roadway at Cobb Place Boulevard NW 
(intersection 2) is expected to degrade to LOS C during both the AM peak hour and PM peak hours, 
even with signalization and the added northbound right-turn lane. The newly created intersection 
of Cobb Place Lane at the new connection roadway (intersection 6) is estimated to operate at LOS C 
during the PM peak hour. The other newly created intersection, George Busbee Pkwy NW at the
new connection roadway (intersection 7), is projected to operate at LOS B during the AM peak hour 
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and at LOS C during the PM peak hour. The remaining four study intersections are expected to 
maintain LOS A and LOS B operations in both peak hours. Synchro intersection performance 
reports are provided in Appendix C. 

In the scope of this traffic study, the analysis only investigated traffic conditions at one intersection 
along Ernest W Barrett Parkway NW. It is recommended that future studies for this area collect
traffic counts as well as queueing counts at additional intersections along the Ernest W Barrett 
Parkway NW corridor, particularly including the I-75 ramp terminal intersections. The expanded 
traffic counts coupled with the queueing counts would allow the existing congestion along the 
Ernest W Barrett Parkway NW corridor to be better quantified within the traffic models and would 
likely show additional benefits of the future year build condition over the future year no-build 
condition.

4.2 BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN ANALYSIS

The Existing Year 2022 traffic counts collected at the four existing study intersections indicated that 
the intersections were utilized by zero bicycles and by a moderate number of pedestrians. The 
collected intersection pedestrian volumes are summarized in Table 4-4 for the three hour morning 
(7:00 – 10:00 AM) and three hour afternoon (4:00 – 7:00 PM) peak periods. The Noonday Creek Trail 
crosses the northern leg of the intersection of Town Center Drive at George Busbee Parkway NW 
(intersection 4). Noonday Creek Trail users accounted for 24 of the 32 pedestrians observed at this 
intersection in the AM peak period and 103 of the 120 pedestrians observed at this intersection in 
the PM peak period.

Table 4-4. Existing Year 2022 Pedestrian Volumes

Intersection 
Number

Intersection Name Control Type
Pedestrian Counts

7:00-10:00 AM 
Peak Period

4:00-7:00 PM 
Peak Period

1 Home Center Dr/Cobb PI Pkwy at 
Ernest W Barrett Pkwy NW Signalized 13 15

2 Cobb PI Pkwy/Driveway at Cobb PI 
Blvd NW Unsignalized 1 11

3 Driveway/Town Center Access Rd 
at George Busbee Pkwy NW Signalized 6 13

4 George Busbee Pkwy NW at Town 
Center Dr Signalized 32 (24 Trail) 120 (103 Trail)

Due to the low number of existing bicycles and pedestrians in the study area (excluding Trail 
users), meaningful bicycle and pedestrian origin-destination data was unable to be extracted from 
StreetLight. Qualitatively, the addition of the new connection roadway, which includes a multi-use 
trail, will make this area more desirable to bicycles and pedestrians and could induce mode shifts 
and/or attract additional people on bicycles and pedestrians to the area.
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